George Bush And The 12333 Serial Murder Ring
High-Level Links To Murder Of Swedish Prime Minister

Editor's note: Due to the immediate relevance of the following information in highlighting important antics of the overall game-plan of the Elite Controllers, we are reprinting, before proceeding with new material, parts 1 & 2 from last week's CONTACT so that this document remains well connected for easy reference purposes.

10/30/96 #1 HATONN

For our South African friends I would like to dedicate this next portion on the dastardly deeds of one George Bush for this will be one crime committed too many to allow the bushwhacker to keep pulling off international intrigue for his, and his cronies', self-gains—much longer.

I would hope that we can get to the full story as is ongoing in Special Reports by EIR on the topic of Bush and the indictments, but we shall see. I do want to cover a bit on the murder of Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme, the South African connections, and miscellaneous other topics and inclusions. This one act by that brigade may well prove, in the ending, to be THE END.

Bear with us while we hop, skip and jump around with excerpts.

[Please see George Bush And The 12333 Serial Murder Ring, p.2]
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[Continued from Front Page]

OLOF PALME, SWEDISH PRIME MINISTER

[QUOTING, PART 1: the following will all be from the EIR Special Report:]

[H: I shall not put this into any particular order other than the sequence as outlaid. You will get the message without my input as to structure of writing.]

NEW REVELATIONS TIE PALME MURDER TO BUSH, THATCHER-LINKED ARMS CARTEL

On Feb. 28, 1986, Sweden's Prime Minister Olof Palm was assassinated on the streets of Stockholm, as he and his wife were walking home from a movie. Palme's wife was also shot in the attack, but survived.

The assassin, or assassins, escaped, despite the fact that the prime minister's security detail was in the area when the attack took place.

More than ten years have passed since the Palme murder and, up until September 1996, Swedish authorities had failed to catch the assassins, or even name the responsible agencies. From the very outset, an ambitious international disinformation campaign was carried out, involving such "strange bedfellows" as the Soviet KGB, the East German State Security Service ("Stasi"), the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith (ADL), and NBC-TV, to deter honest Swedish investigators from pursuing promising trails of evidence.

Instead, the ADL, the Stasi, et al., colluded to fabricate "proof" that the assassin was associated with Swedish intelligence agencies in an attempt to implicate Swedish government officials in the assassination. This deliberate disinformation campaign was designed to prevent the murder investigation from gaining any traction, and to divert Swedish and international attention away from the true identity of the assassins.

The Palme assassination was not an isolated incident. As you will learn below, since 1984, a large number of public figures, including French general René Audran, German state governor Uwe Barschel, Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, Israeli intelligence agent Amiram Nir, Canadian weapons manufacturer Gerald Bull, and Belgian government minister André Cools, all died suddenly and violently.

At the time of their death, each of these men was in possession of sensitive information about the activities of an international weapons and munitions cartel, operating on both sides of the East-West Cold War divide.

The legacy of the U.S. and British intelligence agencies' involvement in the 1960s and 1970s intelligence operations is still felt today. The Palme case offers a critical window into this global asteroid phenomenon, and underscores the role of the Thatcher and Bush circles in creating the policy framework for the proliferation of these modern-day globalist networks.

THE "ASTEROIDS"

To protect the interests, and carry out the clandestine activities of this transnational apparatus, a global network of hired killers and soldiers of fortune was assembled, under a variety of private, commercial covers. This latter-day "Murder, Inc." represented both a direct continuity from, and an expansion of, the 1960s and 1970s British intelligence front-company Permindex, that was implicated in the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, in the murder of Italian oil industry figure Enrico Mattei, and that tried, unsuccessfully, to assassinate French President Charles de Gaulle. That 1960s-era worldwide "Murder, Inc." was based, at various points, in Montreal, Rome, and Johannesburg.

The vast 1980s "private enterprise", like its Permindex antecedent, was sponsored, protected, and deployed by elements of the U.S., British, and French governments, among others. U.S. Vice President George Bush, the director of all Reagan Administration "special situation"—i.e., covert operations—was a pivotal figure in all of these 1980s activities. However, the British, especially during the years when Margaret Thatcher was prime minister (1970-1990), played a far more dominant, albeit low-key role, in many of these operations—particularly in Africa and Central Asia, where Great Britain has a long history of colonial rule, and maintains vast networks of intelligence assets, often headed by "retired" British Special Air Services (SAS) offices.

[H: I am asked why, indeed, does Bush not simply fund the "certificate" from which we have assets due and owing? We offered: Bush and Boys proved-up and validated the Instrument and USED IT FOR FUNDING THESE CLANDESTINE ESCAPADES OF MURDER AND CHAOS. THE VALUE IS SO GREAT AS TO, IN ADDITION TO ALL THEY SPENT, BE MORE THAN ALL THE CURRENCY IN THE WORLD. However, there was first a "study" done by "them" and they didn't "...want to deal at this time". Then, they decided they didn't need us at all for they would just take-out a few more players and they would end up with everything anyway. Measure-them and jack-up the "admin". I just call me Anoy Ancell. I have time—YOU DO NOT! Moreover, I am certainly sufficient to the needs of my crewmates, for I have bigger weapons and they are part of my arsenal.]

The legacy of these 1980s activities today is an even bigger worldwide network of mercenaries, illegal arms dealers, drug traffickers, money launderers, terrorists, and private spies. Collectively, they are referred to among intelligence specialists today as "the asteroids". They operate increasingly outside the purview of governments, and are involved in smuggling, terrorism, and political destabilizations worldwide.

The "ASTEROIDS" decision to take ALL the shares!" So be it, just call me Anoy Ancell. I have time—YOU DO NOT! Moreover, I am certainly sufficient to the needs of my crewmates, for I have bigger weapons and they are part of my arsenal.]

Further, since the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union, a large, and growing number, of former Soviet intelligence operators have been integrated into this asteroid apparatus. It is impossible to understand the apparent "overnight" emergence of a powerful, worldwide "Russian Mafia", over the past five years, without factoring in the role of former KGB and GRU (Soviet Military Intelligence) personnel within the asteroids, and without recognizing the antecedents of the new East-West criminal "partnership" in the Cold War era arms- drug-trafficking collusion between the intelligence services of the two rival power blocs. This Cold War arrangement, among corrupted intelligence assets, East and West, might be termed the policy of "destructive engagement".

The Palme case offers a critical window into this global asteroid phenomenon, and underscores the role of the Thatcher and Bush circles in creating the policy framework for the proliferation of these modern-day
NEW PALME MURDER REVELATIONS

Dramatic new evidence about who killed Olof Palme, and why, has surfaced since late September 1996. It began in a South African courtroom, where a former South African security officer was on trial for a series of apartheid-era assassinations. Col. Eugene de Kock, who headed a covert “death squad” unit of the South African paramilitary police, called C-10, had already been convicted, following a 19-month trial, of the murders of four anti-apartheid activists. He was originally indicted on 89 counts of murder, conspiracy, and fraud. During his sentencing hearing, on Sept. 26, 1996, de Kock calmly revealed to the court that a well-known South African spy-turned-National Party politician, Craig Williamson, had been responsible for the assassination of Olof Palme.

Several days later, another former head of the same C-10 unit, Brig. John “Dirk” Coutze, who had been Williamson’s boss inside the South African paramilitary police for years, issued a public statement, corroborating de Kock’s charges against Williamson. In addition, he named another former South African intelligence operator, James Anthony “Ant” White, a former Rhodesian Selous Scout, as the actual killer of Palme. Next, a third former C-10 soldier, Peter Casselton, came forward with additional details about the Palme hit. He identified “one individual living in Turkey” as another important player in the murder. The man was soon identified as Bertil Wedin, a Swedish national and one-time United Nations soldier, widely known in extreme right-wing circles in Scandinavia. Wedin is living in the Turkish sector of Cyprus. He had lived for several years in London, where he was on the payroll of South African intelligence. Wedin had also functioned as an informant for SAPO, the Swedish national police agency, which was in charge of the Palme assassination probe.

In recent years, Wedin has been associated with a Swedish magazine, Contra, which has been a channel of contact among “asteroid” networks in North America and Europe. Contra, for example, has featured writings of Dr. Jack Wheeler, a leading player in the 1980s “Reagan Doctrine” of surrogate warfare throughout the Third World. Wheeler today is part of a London-based and British Intelligence-linked outfit, Strategic Investment, that has been involved in the British propaganda campaign against the U.S. Presidency, ever since Bill Clinton replaced George Bush in the White House in January 1993.

MOUNTING EVIDENCE

Despite the fact that Williamson, White, and Wedin have all publicly denied that they were involved in the Palme murder, in the weeks since the initial de Kock courtroom revelations, a great deal of evidence implicating the three men in the crime has come to light. Williamson has been arrested by Angolan authorities, and remains behind bars, as of this writing; and Swedish prosecutors have been dispatched to Johannesburgh, South Africa, to pursue all of the leads that have bubbled to the surface since Sept. 26, 1996.

Within days of de Kock’s statements and the other new revelations, stories began to appear in the Swedish press that, while giving credence to the “South African connection” to the murder of Palme, sought to explain the involvement of Williamson, White, et al., strictly from the standpoint of Palme’s well-known role in supporting the African National Congress and other anti-apartheid groups. Scant attention was focused on the broader issue of the global arms and explosives cartel, which, during the 1980s, ran from Europe, through South Africa, into both Iran and Iraq, flooding the Persian Gulf with the armaments that kept the Iran-Iraq War going for the better part of a decade. Swiss companies, such as Bofors and Nobel, were at the center of that armament flow, at the same time as Prime Minister Palme was in charge of a United Nations commission (the “Palme Commission”) specifically mandated to enforce the arms embargo against the two Persian Gulf combatants. Palme was well aware of the role of the big Swedish munitions firms, in breaking the very Persian Gulf arms embargo that he was charged with enforcing. And, at times, he personally facilitated these violations. But this knowledge also placed Palme in the precarious position of “knowing enough to be dangerous”.

I may have to offer more “parts” to this ongoing tale unfolding here. I would hope that you who can afford to do so—GET THIS SPECIAL REPORT!

All of you who can’t seem to make the global connections and can’t bring yourselves to believe it can be like this—go back and read the prior 186 JOURNALS we have offered since Fall of 1989. Twinkle Fingers, here, has been busy as a tapping bee for all these months to MAKE SURE YOU HAVE AVAILABLE THE INFORMATION YOU NEED FOR CONCLUSIONS OF PROPER PERSPECTIVE. And to you ones who are so kind as to honor her birthday today, Thank You, but no, she can’t have the day off from the keyboard. She is just happy to have made it to Medicare so “she thinks” she can afford to sit now and have a rest vacation. That is not likely either.

And to all of you: a birthday is a mandate—for it is only a celebration toward dying and counting the days passing toward that transition. Remembering is always nice, however, so I convey her appreciation and simply tell you that she is “getting old and tired”. No, she is neither! And, neither is she a Halloween follow-on, for I like to remind her that BEFORE EVIL THERE WAS NO EVIL, and shall there again be TRUTH (dharmas) and GOD. There is no evil in this place and in this mission there are no slackers.

Salu and have a good day—WHILST YE CAN.


EIR NEWS SERVICE, P.O. Box 17390, Washington D.C. 20041-0390. $100.

Question: Would a President Bob Dole prosecute drug super-kingpin George Bush?

NO! Dole is one of the Kingspins! Check it out carefully and you will find that “be damned if you do and be damned if you don’t.” You should have KNOWN as much when BUSH backed Dole and gave HIM HIS INSTRUCTIONS. Check out the connections of Dole, for instance, with Archer, Daniels, Midland grain cartel CORPORATION who has paid Dole off into the millions of $$, not to even mention the other purchasers.

Thus, the assassination of Olof Palme is a菲律宾 thought. In political nightmare circles it is all but impossible to find “better” or “worse” and when you vote for the “lesser evil” you still have EVIL. Think about it.

11/1/96 #1 HATTION

My attention to the Palme murder and the connections to Africa brought wondrous response immediately from our African friends and colleagues. They know all about this, and many are waiting to offer more. Well, I will only offer what has been offered elsewhere because I like my people nice and secure as well as the

A GLOBAL APPARATUS

Williamson and White were not merely hit-men for the apartheid regime in South Africa. Before the mid-1980s, when the Palme assassination plot unfolded, both men were in the middle of a largely British-sponsored smuggling and mercenary apparatus, running up into the highest echelons of what is known as the Club of the Isles, the European financier oligarchy that controls much of the world supply of strategic raw materials, petroleum, arms, explosives, and black market commodities such as narcotics. At this time, this apparatus was enjoying the total backing of the Thatcher government in Britain, and the Reagan-Bush administration’s “secret parallel government” structure, headed, out of the White House, by Vice President George Bush. Both Thatcher and Bush were assets of various factions of the Club of the Isles, and remain so today.

Not only was this Club of the Isles-run apparatus flooding the Persian Gulf with weapons. Similar flows of arms were stoking conflicts all southern Africa (Angola, Mozambique, Namibia), in Southeast Asia (Cambodia), Central Asia, (Afghanistan) and Central America (Nicaragua, El Salvador)—all at an enormous profit to the Club of the Isles.

CRAIG WILLIAMSON

According to published accounts, including an interview with Williamson in the April 19, 1995 London Observer, Craig Williamson was recruited in the late 1970s, while a university student, as a spy for the South African security police, and was assigned to infiltrate radical student organizations, especially groups involved in the anti-apartheid struggle. By the late 1970s, Williamson had maneuvered himself into a leadership position in the International University Exchange Fund headquartered in Geneva, a group that specialized in conducting money to the African National Congress (ANC). Among the other directors of the IUEF, while Williamson was infiltrating the fund, were Swedes Bernt Carlsson and Gunnar Eriksson, both close collaborators of Swedish Social Democratic Party leader, and frequent prime minister, Olof Palme.

In January 1980, Williamson returned to South Africa, along with his security branch boss, Brig. Johan Coutze. Coutze would eventually become the national police chief of South Africa. In 1989, he defected to the ANC, and began to spill the beans on some of the most egregious apartheid-era crimes of the National Party. Because of his early break with the National Party, Coutze is considered to be a very credible source of eyewitness information about the dirty war in southern Africa.

Williamson remained in the security branch as an officer until 1985, when he retired with the rank of
major. He immediately joined the South African military intelligence service, and was promoted to the rank of colonel.

While he was still with the security branch, Willisas, by his own admission, participated in a series of terrorist attacks and assassinations, targeted against leading figures in the ANC. Among the crimes to which Williamson confessed were the 1982 assassination of anti-apartheid activist Ruth First, in Maputo, Mozambique; the bombing of the London headquarters of the ANC the same year; and the Lubango, Angola mail-bomb killing, June 1983. Jeanette Schoon and her six-year-old daughter, Katrina, 1984. The actual target of the 1984 mail-bomb attack was Marius Schoon, another prominent anti-apartheid activist.

When Williamson switched over to South African military intelligence in 1985, he operated under the cover of several "private" companies, including GMR, an international trading company, founded by Giovanni Mario Ricci (a shadowy figure with whom we will deal later) and an outfit called Longreach. According to South African government sources, Longreach shared offices in Johannesburg with GMR, but also maintained offices in the Isle of Wight, off the coast of England. [H: And don’t forget about those enriched, by CIA, Bush, et al., drug funds, oil funds, and other illicit hiding of cold, hard MONEY on the "Cow Islands" off England—you know: Jersey, Guernsey and so on.] These sources report that the British government reached a monetary agreement with Longreach, which was known to be a front for South African intelligence. It was all right for Longreach operatives to stalk ANC leaders inside Britain—as they did for years; but it was not acceptable for Longreach to officially operate "on shore", with an office in London. As we shall see, Williamson’s ties to British Intelligence, and to senior figures in the City of London financial oligarchy, go back over twenty years.

During 1983-87, according to De Wet Potorie, the Pretoria bureau chief for the South African Sunday Times who has written a book cataloguing the South African underworld, Longreach employed Anthony White as a director. Official statements by GMR claim that the firm’s South African branch was not formally started until sometime in 1986, but other published accounts, based on sources in South Africa, place the actual start-up date as April 15, 1983. Both Williamson, White, and Ricci were in collusion, at some time during 1985, at the latest. So, according to these sources, during the 24-month period preceding and following the Palme assassination, White, Williamson, and Ricci were all involved, together, in Longreach.

Longreach’s executive director at this time was Michael Irwin, a “former” high-ranking officer in the British Royal Marines. According to the Swedish daily Aftonbladet, Irwin functioned as a liaison between British and South African intelligence, via Longreach, to coordinate such activities as the surveillance of anti-apartheid activists, and the breaking of the United Nations embargo against South Africa, through an elaborate smuggling apparatus. The Aftonbladet information is consistent with a report from a South African government official, that Longreach was simultaneously operating for the British intelligence service.

It is here that the role of Giovanni Mario Ricci takes on special significance, and reveals links among Williamson, White, and a European-based criminal infrastructure that figured prominently in some of the most notorious of the Bush-Thatcher "secret parallel government" activities of the 1980s.

Ricci, an Italian national, with close ties to the Propaganda Two (P-2) Italian freemasonic lodge, set up shop on the Seychelles Islands during the mid-1970s. When the islands were taken over by a "Marxist" regime, under President-for-life Albert René, Ricci became the power behind the throne, and rapidly helped transform the Seychelles into a world-class off-shore money-laundering center and tax haven. Ricci’s own Seychelles International Bank became the islands’ de facto central bank; Ricci, in 1983, arranged for a branch of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) to be opened on Mahe Island; Ricci was made the unofficial chief of the islands’ foreign intelligence service; and Ricci’s hotel became a safehouse-of-preference for some of Europe’s leading financial swindlers and renegade arms merchants, many of whom were involved in aspects of the Thatcher-Bush secret wars.

[H: Now readers, ANYBODY who thinks Robert Dole is NOT JUST A PUPPET OF THE BUSH BRIGADE, THINK AGAIN. My goodness, as frail a reed as is Perot in this election—it is THE ONLY affinity of George Bush and Henry Clinton is a puppet of the same gang but for different owners, and the Bilderbergers and Dole fit better with their own.]

Impressive indeed. The Knights of Malta, both the official Vatican-recognized order, and the many splinter orders, have been long identified as pivotal to the global arms trade. Sam Cummings, the American-born, London-based armaments dealer who founded Interarms, the world’s largest “private sector” supplier of weapons, is a longtime member of the Knights of Malta, as was the late CIA director Casey, and American shipping magune J. Peter Grace. Cummings and Grace were instrumental in the “public diplomacy” efforts, on behalf of the Bush-North secret wars of the 1980s.

But, Ricci’s connections to the even more shadowy P-2 Lodge are of equal significance to the reinvented Palme probe, with its focus upon the “South Africa connection”, Williamson, White, et al.

[END QUOTING OF PART 2]

If this seems hard for some of you to follow—stick with us. You will find I don’t utilize all of the material because you need to get your own copy of this report. You are going to find that you can’t OVERLOOK some references and we will cover them a bit later, but one of the Trains is “Tram” connection. Also, we will cover Mr. Goldsmith’s infectious integration with the Plan.

One of the Trains, you will recall, was a constant companion to JACQUELINE KENNEDY ONASSIS right up until her sudden and rapidly growing CANCER which took her life! Of course it didn’t, but they couldn’t easily just “suicide” a former Mrs. Kennedy as they did with Mrs. Bush.

John Train, investment banker, writer, Anglophile, spok, is a sort of “red dye”, a marker for secret government operations tied to the international killer apparatus centered on GEORGE BUSH and the international explosives cartel. From Sweden to AFRICA, from France to Afghanistan, from London to New York, you will find the tracks of John Train.

JOHN TRAIN: WALL STREET’S MAN IN BUSH’S SECRET GOVERNMENT. Still feel safe in your little election-year whirl of propaganda and who might be running what?

People, you have allowed a nasty little world of evil conspirators to take over. IT IS YOUR CHOICE! And, NO THANK YOU, I have no interest in CLEANING anything up”. You do what you will—I simply want to ride on this Train as long as it has some PRETENDLY political and SPIRITUAL wholeness. We need to do some modicum of realistic building and growing and that won’t inconvenience the “big boys” a whit—in fact, it will make them look good a little longer—in your blinded eyes.

And what of those triangular “ships” flying low and indescernibly over your heads hither and yon. Indeed, what about them? Well, they DO NOT house “fast freight”, but they DO house the Propaganda Two Lodge.

And to you readers of long-standing: YES, we have written all of this PRIOR TO NOW—but many, many readers were not yet aboard and do not realize the tight connections of the players in the Plan—any plan. This is only ONE connection network which is focused so greatly out of and into and through South Africa as to...
catch the eye of those friends almost as far down-under as is Australia—where the same players lurk in the Bushes.

I CAN WORK WITH MY ENEMY—I DO NOT BECOME MY ENEMY! Try it for self, but perhaps you had best MAKE SURE where your foundation is built and on what footing you take your stand. MINE IS WITH, ON, THROUGH, FOR, AND ALWAYS, ATOP GOD’S OWN TRUTH, LAW, AND REFLECTION. Indeed I can work with anyone for in not becoming “that one” I have no need to break laws, lie, cheat, steal or otherwise.

Some very, very important breaking information has just come past my request-for-notification-screen. I ask that it be put onto the hot-line POST HASTE. Dharma simply cannot physically cover it all and, in addition, it is too late for next Tuesday’s paper as next Tuesday IS the election.

People, it simply doesn’t matter what happens on Tuesday—it is FIXED and PLANNED and IS DETERMINED. You have been expecting it so why act shocked and, now that it is too late to change it, you are overwhelmed. NOTHING IS DIFFERENT! GET INFORMED. LEARN THE PLAYERS. AND YOU MAY HAVE A CHANCE OF BUSTING THE SCALLYWAGS IF NOTHING ELSE. KEEP THE LAWS FOR YOU CANNOT WIN ANYTHING SAVE INCARCERATION OR FIRING SQUAD BY BREAKING THEM AT THIS JUNCTURE IN THE GAME. THERE IS NO PLACE WHERE, ARE BEING RENOVATED FOR HOUSING ALL YOU DISSIDENTS. CHECK IT OUT—RIGHT OVER, EVEN, IN BARSTOW, CALIFORNIA. Check it out with building contractors in the area who are being hired to do the job. No, they don’t know why—they are told it is to update housing, etc. It doesn’t even occur to them to ask and most don’t even know which bases are actually “closed” for ANY reasons. You are dealing with a BLIND population of people.

“Fighting” a thing is the last way to accomplish anything. By the very term it indicates there has to be a power stronger than the other and GOD does not play in your SILLY GAMES OF GLADIATOR SPORTS. GOD GAINS THE GAME, AND CARES LITTLE ABOUT THE SKIRMISHES. WARS DO NOT TAKE OUT THE GRANDE PLAYERS—ONLY THE LITTLE GUN PODDER VICTIMS. IN YOUR MILITIA-TYPE ESCAPADES YOU ONLY MANAGE TO TAKE OUT THE LEADERS OF PATRIOT VALUE.

AND YOU WHO STILL WONDER ABOUT COI. "BO" GRITZ, IT IS A GOOD SAFE PLACE FOR BO RIGHT NOW WHERE HE CAN’T BE ACUSED OF ANYTHING LIKE PATRIOTISM. THE BIG BOYS NEED HIM IN A SECURE PLACE AS REWARD FOR SERVICES RENDERED. SATAN ALWAYS HAS A WAY TO SURPRISE EVERY ONE AND YOU ALWAYS FALL FOR THE TRICKS, AND SO WHAT ELSE IS NEW?

Thank you for seeing to the hot-line items because we can’t keep up from this desk. Salu.

11/5/96 #1 HATTON

I am going back to the topic of George Bush and “Out of Africa” because if you think you need to know about “ whipping up the bases” you REALLY need to know more about Georgie-Boy’s.

We will just take up, with a Part 3, where we left off, in the EIR Special Report. No, you won’t fine a single NEW thing in these writings for we have given it to you over and over again—but every time the resources confirm a story-line, you can begin to realize TRUTH and importance. It takes a long time to absorb and digest ALL the information and fit the pieces together. Everything is connected to everything else, and when you find the same players popping up again and again—BEWARE!

GEORGE BUSH AND THE 12333 SERIAL MURDER RING

October 1996 EIR Special Report

We are only using excerpts so, if you can do so, please get the report as this series of special reports is truly revealing. My need is to get this information to our South Africa friends.

[QUOTING, PART 3:]

PROPAGANDA TWO

(P-2: Illegal Freemasonic Lodge)

When the Italian Banco Ambrosiano went bust in the early 1980s, and the bank’s president, Roberto Calvi, was discovered hanging from Blackfriars Bridge in London, the apparent victim of a Freemasonic ritualistic murder, an international scandal erupted, exposing the role of the illegal Italian Freemasonic Lodge, P-2, in a wide range of criminal activities, including a rash of right-wing bombings and assassinations all across Europe during the late 1970s and early 1980s. When the membership list of the P-2 Lodge was leaked to the press, many of Europe’s most prominent politicians, military officers, and intelligence chiefs were driven from office. In Italy alone, 47 Army generals and six Navy admirals resigned, following the May 20, 1981 public exposure of the lodge. Not coincidentally, the public exposure of P-2 came just seven days after the unsuccessful assassination attempt against Pope John Paul II, by Mehmet Ali Agca. Many in the Vatican, and in the Italian security services, felt that the P-2 Lodge had played some kind of role in the attempt on the pontiff’s life.

The chief of SISMI, Italian military counterintelligence, for whom Pazienza worked, was also identified as a lodge member. P-2 Grand Master Licio Gelli, a wartime Nazi collaborator, later suspected of ties to Soviet bloc intelligence, could also boast of strong ties to several people in the Reagan-Bush administration in Washington. [H: One of the more attention-getting items of the Ambrosiano downfall as well as many other banks is directly due to the use of the BONUS CONTRACT STOLEN from owners Russell HERMAN and V.K. DURHAM. Yes indeed, the same VALID contract based on the Bonus Gold Certificate of which we so frequently speak. I find it truly amazing that Bush’s comedians have allowed him to live so long as they have while covering their own tragically slimy ass-ettes.]

One of the most prominent of the Reagan-Bush Administration National Security Council, and a close associate of President Reagan’s FIRST SECRETARY OF STATE, HAIG (a former secretary general of NATO), Ledeen, although officially listed merely as a White House “consultant”, was the liaison to Manucher Gobarian, the Italian Mossad-linked Iranian “businessman” who brokered the original arms-for-hostage deals, through which the United States and Israel funnelled tons of weapons to the Ayatollah’s regime, throughout the Iran-Iraq War.

At his 1987 trial in Bologna, Italy, Francesco Pazzienza confirmed Ledeen’s links to the P-2 member Gen. Giuseppe Santovito.

“The Supersismi was not a structure, but a kind of intelligence network in which the investigation came to light for the first time,” (a former secretary general of Africa Confidential)

According to Pazienza, Ledeen had inserted himself into the Reagan administration, courtesy of his P-2 friends. In October 1980, on the eve of the U.S. Presidential elections, Ledeen and Arnaud de Borchgrave had co-authored a series of front-page stories in the Washington Times, a newspaper owned by South Korean Rev. Sun Myung-Moon and his Unification Church. The stories revealed that Billy Carter, the brother of President Jimmy Carter, had been helping secret business deals with Italian "businessman" Michele Papa (later exposed as a P-2 member), and Libyan dictator Muammar Qaddafi. The scandal had little impact on election day, because Ronald Reagan was to defeat Carter easily. It did, however, boost the credibility of Ledeen and Haig, his close associate, helping to land both men important posts in the newly elected Reagan-Bush administration.

Italian investigative magistrate Palermo, during his own investigations of P-2, found that, in addition to Billy Carter, Michele Papa’s Libya dealings had involved another P-2-linked financier, Giovanni Mario Ricci, of the Seychelles.

[Hi: Please do not “just” skim this information for you are going to find the major PLAYERS and criminal structures in the world in this information.]

The Ricci links to Qaddafi were further explored by Africa Confidential in an article written by John Punke, which highlighted the Ricci-Pazzienza-Williamson-Marc Rich embargo-busting collusion. “The Seychelles International Bank continues to fascinate, by reason of its personal tragically slimy ass-ettes.]
RICCI AND WILLIAMSON ON THE GMR (Giovanni Mario Ricci) GROUP

To hear Giovanni Mario Ricci's description, one would get the impression that GMR was an above-board, growing industrial and investment firm, expanding its operations throughout southern Africa. [H: You see, friends, there is actually an almost unlimited resource out there. You do not BECOME the adversary simply by being in proximity with same. This is a good lesson for all of you to learn.] A January 1987 company prospectus provided the following thumbnail history of GMR group.

"Giovanni Mario Ricci, founder of the GMR group, is descended from a Tuscan family of merchants, financiers, and entrepreneurs. He follows in the footsteps of his forebears who traditionally have promoted international trade, the development of diplomatic ties, and have been active patrons of the arts. He was born on 7th August 1929 in the Carfagna, an exceptionally beautiful region of Tuscany, celebrated by poets such as Heine and Pascoli.

"During the 1960s, Giovanni Mario and Giuseppe Ricci, the only survivors, found the strength to combat fate and to begin the reversal of [the family's] long descent. They reconceptualized the family's fortunes by streamlining and concentrating in a single international organization the vast range of mercantile, entrepreneurial, and financial activities of the widest ranging commercial activity... Today the history of the Ricci brothers is one of an international group which pursues financial profits in complete accord with the economic development of the countries in which it operates. This is done in the open; the group has no secrets and no shame.

"The telegram was an obvious reference to the pending acts of terrorism of the 1980s, beginning with the bombing anti-apartheid offices, and spying on European opponents of the South African government, it is certain that Williamson has now admitted that he spent most of his "government service" organizing assassinations of African National Congress leaders, bombing anti-apartheid offices, and spying on European opponents of the South African government. It is obvious that GMR group was not exactly the benevolent venture capital firm it portrayed itself to be.

THE TELEGRAM

For years, official investigators of the Palme assassination had assiduously avoided looking into a mysterious telegram, uncovered by Italian investigators probing the P-2 scandal. The purported telegram, which has yet to be authenticated, was allegedly sent on Feb. 25, 1986—three days before the Palme assassination—by P-2 Grand Master Licio Gelli, to Republican National Committee official, and P-2 member, Philip Guarino. The text of the purported telegram read: "The Swedeh [sic] tree will be felled, tell our good friend Bush." The telegram was an obvious reference to the pending assassination of Olof Palme.

The purported Gelli-Guarino telegram have all been ultimately traced to Paziienza, and there remains a great deal of skepticism about the accuracy of his account, in part because of the seriousness of the implications, were the telegram to be authenticated. With the new "South Africa connections" revelations, and the links, via Ricci, to the Italian P-2 apparatus, the telegram may take on new significance. P-2 was certainly implicated in some of the most brazen acts of terrorism of the 1980s, beginning with the Aug. 2, 1980 bombing of the Bologna, Italy train station, in which 85 people were killed, and hundreds injured.

THE TELEGRAM

For years, official investigators of the Palme assassination had assiduously avoided looking into a mysterious telegram, uncovered by Italian investigators probing the P-2 scandal. The purported telegram, which has yet to be authenticated, was allegedly sent on Feb. 25, 1986—three days before the Palme assassination—by P-2 Grand Master Licio Gelli, to Republican National Committee official, and P-2 member, Philip Guarino. The text of the purported telegram read: "The Swedeh [sic] tree will be felled, tell our good friend Bush." The telegram was an obvious reference to the pending assassination of Olof Palme.

Pay Attention.

"Our principal activities are in the public industrial and/or commercial companies which multinational corporations decide to dispose of in implementing their divestiture policies in those countries where, due to the changed economic, political, or social circumstances, their investments have become economically or strategically unattractive... We recently extended this main activity of our group to South Africa in order to acquire South African corporations owned or controlled by those multinational companies which, due to the international political pressures, encounter serious difficulties in keeping the ownership of their South African subsidiaries and developing them; difficulties that force on the multinational corporations to divest their investments in order to preserve their image.

"It is a common mistake to believe that the only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defend ourselves against this is by fighting back... The only way to defense...
Stefano della Chiaia, a P-2 figure personally implicated in the "Bolognese massacre," would later surface in Bolivia, as a powerful behind-the-scenes figure during the "Cocaine Colonels" regime.

The Ricci-Williamson South African complex, including GMG and Longreach, now being linked to the Palme assassination, was a part of the Southern African connection of Ledeen, Gelli, P-2, et al.

[END QUOTING OF PART 3]

This is a good place to interrupt this writing. We will take up the Israeli connection first when we next write on this topic.

I know that our overseas friends will find this informative and very interesting. It is a very SMALL world, indeed, friends. Salu, and have a good election.
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I wish to now return to my "Bush" whacking. Oh no, readers, this is not "unfair" for THIS MAN has earned his place in hell. Bless you, Cathy O'Brien, and bless you, Mark Phillips.

[QUOTING, PART 4:]

THE ISRAELI CONNECTION

The presence of Marc Rich at the 1984 meeting to plan out the sanctions-busting effort, adds a further dimension to the Ricci-Williamson-White concert. Marc Rich served, throughout the 1980s, as a liaison among Israeli, Iranian, Soviet, and American intelligence networks, engaged in vast arms-, oil-, and drug-trafficking operations in the Middle East, Africa, and South America. The story of this bizarre set of subterranean business dealings came to light following the Dec. 23, 1987 arrest of a Lithuanian-born Israeli citizen, Shabbat Kalmanowitch, by Israeli police, on charges that he was spying for the Soviet KGB.

Kalmanowitch was an operative for Marc Rich, who had played a pivotal role in Israeli intelligence operations in Africa. Kalmanowitch had "escaped" to Israel from Lithuania in 1971, and rapidly established himself as a sharp political operative, working, first, for the Israeli Labor Party in the office of Prime Minister Golda Meir and, later, as a political liaison officer in East Europe. In 1977, Kalmanowitch switched over to the Likud Party, at the point that Menachem Begin became prime minister. Kalmanowitch's initial Likud sponsor was notorious North African Jewish gangster Samuel Flatto-Sharon, who bought his seat in the Israeli Knesset (parliament) that same year, in order to avoid criminal prosecution in France for his smuggling activities in francophone Africa.

In the 1980s, Kalmanowitch set up a string of front companies, including B International, and LIAT, which came to dominate the economies and governments of the South African Bantustan Bophutatswana, and the West African state of Sierra Leone, following a Mossad-engineered coup d'état there in 1985. Wherever Kalmanowitch set up shop, Marc Rich was immediately brought in as his super-partner. Rich, who launched his career as one of the world's biggest and dirtiest commodities traders, at Phillips Brothers, struck out on his own in 1973, setting up Marc Rich and Company as a strategic metals and petroleum trading house in Zug, Switzerland. Soon, Rich had established a special relationship with Iran, that survived the overthrow of the Shah and the takeover by Ayaftolah Khomini.

By the early 1980s, Rich was running his own oil-for-arms pipeline in and out of Iran; he was the leading spot market trader in Soviet oil, and precious metals; and was the leading oil supplier to the Republic of South Africa, end-running the United Nations boycott. According to Africa Confidential, during 1983-86, Rich delivered over 2.5 million tons of Iranian oil to South Africa. Among the commodities swapped for the Iranian oil were 155-millimeter howitzers and ground-to-air missiles, manufactured in the South African factories of Gerald Bull's Space Research Corp.

During their initial efforts on the continent, Rich and Kalmanowitch's African operations were well-protected by the Israeli Mossad's senior officer in charge of Africa, David Kimche. Kimche, during the middle of the 1980s, became the director general of the Israeli Foreign Ministry, and the liaison to the Reagan-Bush White House secret operations. Through this Kimche connection, Kalmanowitch was able to staff every office of the LIAT firm with "retired" Mossad and Israeli Defense Force officials. Kalmanowitch also used his status as a "diplomat" for the Sierra Leone government to travel throughout the Soviet bloc, arranging joint business ventures in Africa. Sierra Leone, in the meantime, had become a favorite smuggling port for Iranian oil bound for South Africa, but "delivered" to Rich and Kalmanowitch-owned companies in the West African republic.

GUNS-FOR-IVORY

In 1995, South African journalist De Wet Potgieter published Contraband, an exposé of the illegal trade in African ivory and rhino horns. In the book, he provided important additional revelations about the activities of Craig Williamson, Mario Ricci, Anthony White, and a coterie of other suppliers involved in the "South African connection", now at the center of the Palme murder probe.

Potgieter documented an Africa-wide criminal infrastructure, that slaughtered much of the continent's elephant and rhinoceros herds, in order to peddle ivory and rhino horns on the global black market, especially in Asia. Among the leading poachers in this multimillion-dollar-a-year trade, were the so-called "Angolan freedom fighters" of Jonas Savimbi's UNITA rebel group, who financed a good part of their war for control of Angola through the ivory and horn trade. [H: Now doesn't this just make you proud to be a part of this human species?]

Potgieter bluntly stated: "For more than a decade, South Africa's controversial military involvement in the bush war in Angola and Namibia was a pivotal factor in the illegal trafficking of rhino horn and ivory. [H: Don't you wish someone would give these low-life criminals some other RESOURCES so they could stop the extermination of that which is left of value as life-forms? And you might ask: "Where is God to let the dumb, non choice, victims be slaughtered? Can't HE DO SOMETHING?" YES INDEED, AND YES, WE ARE CERTAINLY TRYING. YOU FORGET, READERS, GOD "WILL" STEP IN WHEN IT INVOLVES HIS CREATIONS WHO ARE OF THE NON-REASONING, GIFTED SPECIES. EVIL SHALL PAY DEARLY FOR ITS DISINDISCRETIONS.]

The draconian security laws imposed by the nationalist government of P.W. Botha and his predecessor... served as a perfect cover for the international smugglers to operate with virtually no threat of prosecution... This "service" to Africa was given the syndicates carte blanche to establish smuggling networks, using South Africa as the conduit. These common criminals had secured for themselves the most wonderful cover by portraying themselves as allies of the South African security forces against the evils of the Soviet Union's so-called "total onslaught"... Since the 1970s, South African and foreign investigative journalists have, from time to time, exposed military involvement in the convos of trucks laden with ivory and rhino horn moving from Angola to Namibia."

One such investigator, cited by Potgieter, was Craig Van Note, an American who testified before the U.S. House of Representatives Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee. He said: "Jonas Savimbi and his UNITA rebel forces in Angola, largely supplied by South Africa, have ruthlessly liquidated perhaps 100,000 elephants and rhino horn with the aid of South African trucks that carry war materiel and other supplies across the Caprivi Strip to Savimbi's forces in Southern Angola and return laden with ivory and valuable tropical hardwood.

These accounts of an illegal guns-for-ivory trade bank-rolling the Angolan "freedom fighters," parallels the Nicaraguan and Afghan cases, in which the flights bringing in weapons to the Contras and the Mujahideen were leaving full of illegal narcotics.

And, not surprisingly, Mario Ricci, Craig Williamson, and Anthony White were right in the middle of this creative "freedom fighter" funding scheme. According to Potgieter, in April 1988, White and Williamson tried to buy up the entire legal and illegal stock of ivory from Burundi—an estimated 84 tons. White and Williamson identified the prospective "buyer" as Mario Ricci. They had arranged for the Burundi ivory to be "washed" onto the world market through doctored sales permits, provided by the government of Mozambique.

TINY ROWLAND

This time, it was likely White who had provided the political connections to obtain the false Mozambique papers. In addition to his work for GMR and Longreach, White had established his own security company in Baira, Mozambique, called Flocon International, which worked with the Freling government in the capital of...
and co-piloted by BLANE SAWYER

Operation Lock dispatched over 25 "former" SAS commandos to South Africa to run the private program. Among the charter members of the 1001 Club, which recruited 1,001 of the world's wealthiest and most powerful individuals to bankroll the global environmental movement, beginning even in the 1960s. Among the charter members of the 1001 Club was Maj. Louis Mortimer Bloomfield, a Canadian and the head of the 1960s-era "Morton, Inc." front, Permindex.

According to Potgieter, Africa Confidential, and Irish investigative journalist Kevin Dowling, in 1989 Prince Bernhard dispatched a team of crack "former" British SAS commandos, headed by Col. Ian Crooke, to South Africa, ostensibly to eliminate some of the leading rhino rust and ivory poaching syndicates, by "executive action". Operation Lock, as the WWF covert paramilitary operation was dubbed, was run through a London private security firm, KAS, initially established by Sir David Stirling, the brainchild of Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, the wartime Nazi who became the royal consort. He, along with his British counterpart, Prince Philip, helped launch the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) in the 1960s. Philip and Bernhard also created the secretive 1001 Club, which recruited 1,001 of the world's wealthiest and most powerful individuals to bankroll the global environmental movement, beginning even in the 1960s. Among the charter members of the 1001 Club was Maj. Louis Mortimer Bloomfield, a Canadian and the head of the 1960s-era "Morton, Inc." front, Permindex.

Another significant covert program, in which Williamson and Ricci played a prominent role, was Operation Lock. Here the efforts of the GMR-Longreach crew most visibly tie into the highest echelons of the Club of the Isles, and the British and Dutch royal households. Operation Lock was the brainchild of Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, the wartime Nazi who became the royal consort. He, along with his British counterpart, Prince Philip, helped launch the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) in the 1960s. Their efforts were NICE guys?

African "formal" and it means that you as citizens cannot do anything about them-obviously. I just toss this last in as an indication of the government's FALSE stance in regards to their actions. If you don't know even a general location-how can anything mean ANYTHING to you in a situation like this? Oh you, and look up other, unknown to you, references.

THE SEYCHELLES: The same established TOOLS of Evil CAN BE THE VERY BEST OF TOOLS FOR GOOD. So be it.

On the ground, Colonel Crooke solicited the aid of Craig Williamson, to assemble a team of "locals" to aid in Operation Lock. Williamson had been involved up several private security fronts, to funnel manpower into the Operation Lock effort. One such company, Control Risk Group (CRG), was headed by Ron Reid-Daly and Tim Lewis. Reid-Daly was the founder and commander of the Rhodesian Selous Scouts, the elite commando unit that had waged a brutal terror-war to try to salvage the Ian Smith regime in Rhodesia. Lewis was a "former" British MI-6 officer. Lewis had been first sent to Africa by British intelligence in the early 1960s, and he had served with Reid-Daly in the Selous Scouts, serving at one point as the commanding officer of Anthony White. In the 1980s, following the death of Sir David Stirling, Reid-Daly had brought a team of Selous Scouts into Transkei, one of the first of the Republic of South Africa Bantustans, and had tried, unsuccessfully, to lead a secessionist revolt there.

Another outfit, employed by Williamson, to funnel manpower to Crooke and Operation Lock, was Executive Outcomes, headed by Eben Barlow, a former ANC military officer, who had been active in Angola, providing support to Savimbi's UNITA, but who later contracted his "private" security services to the Angolan government. Barlow later was appointed head of Western European operations for the Civil Cooperation Bureau, one of the paramilitary police units deployed to eliminate apartheid activists. Executive Outcomes, one of the largest private paramilitary operations in the world, hires out battalion-strength private military teams to multinational corporations and governments. According to the Oct. 6, 1996 London Observer, Barlow's firm has already dispatched battalions of mercenary troops to Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, and to several countries in South America.

The private firm that was most tightly controlled by Williamson, and which played a prominent role in Operation Lock, was tactical Risk Control, or R & TG. R & TG was established in July 1987, ostensibly by Michael Richards, Leon Falk, and a third named Tyrrel-Glynne, but was actually controlled by Williamson.

While Operation Lock was ostensibly aimed at eradicating the poaching syndicates, by infiltrating their networks and systematically eliminating their leaders, by extralegal means, it subsequently came to light that Colonel Crooke and his SAS teams—in league with Williamson and his crew, who trained the notorious "Crowbar" unit, a pseudo-gang of former ANC soldiers—were actually responsible for manipulating the "Third Force" black-on-black violence that nearly triggered a civil war in South Africa between the ANC and the then-National Party during the run-up to the April 27, 1994, first-ever general elections in the Republic of South Africa.

Far from combating the poaching syndicates, the Operation Lock SAS teams had actually moved in and taken over some of the black market in ivory and rhino tusks. This explains why the Operation Lock teams ostensibly "targeted" Anthony White, a well-known figure in the ivory smuggling business in Mozambique, while, at the same time, working intimately with White's partner, Craig Williamson. The whole effort was, in fact, a London, Club of the Isles-directed destabilization of all of southern Africa, with the World Wildlife Fund of Prince Philip and Prince Bernhard leading the effort.

Following the death of Sir David Stirling in 1990, the control of RAS, and Operation Lock, was passed into the hands of Craig Williamson, who had been active in leading Club of the Isles figure with major business holdings in Britain, the United States, and France. Goldsmith is a close personal friend of former U.S. President George Bush and former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. During the Reagan-Bush era, Goldsmith was deeply involved in "secret parallel government" OPERATIONS ALL OVER THE GLOBE. Here the efforts of the GMR-Longreach crew most visibly tie into the highest echelons of the Club of the Isles, and the British and Dutch royal households.

To really get the picture, however, of Palme's murder you will have to learn MORE about other connections, i.e., John Train. We don't, however, have time or space to continue that minute.

I am quite shocked at my own team members who are "sure" even where the Seychelles are located.

Still think Bush and Reagan were NICE guys?

Well, they represent islands much like any other Island Groups wherein banking and corruption are PROTECTED. These are, however, good for the goose as well as the gander. Remember that LAWS are established for USE by ALL THE PEOPLE, right AFTER they are hidden after establishment, for the use of crooks and Elite. Does this mean, then, that YOU can't use them? Of course not. Why do YOU always assume that GOD has no right to any benefits at all, on your placement? The same established TOOLS of Evil CAN BE THE VERY BEST OF TOOLS FOR GOOD. So be it.

To give you a bit of geography lesson let us consider the Seychelles. If you don't know even a general location—how can anything mean ANYTHING to you in a situation like this? Oh you, and look up other, unknown to you, references.

THE SEYCHELLES: The same established TOOLS of Evil CAN BE THE VERY BEST OF TOOLS FOR GOOD. So be it.

THESE ISLANDS: Aldabra, Assumption, Astove, Cerf, Cosmoledo, Farquhar, Providence and Saint Pierre. Please note that some of these places are composed of more than one land-mass.

REPUBLIC OF SEYCHELLES: Located in the Indian Ocean about 700 miles NE of Madagascar. Neighbors: Nearest are Madagascar on SW, SOMALIA [H: Oh my goodness...!] on NW. Topography: A group of some 86 islands, about half of them composed of coral, the other half granite, predominantly mountainous. Capital: Victoria. This is a "Republic". Head of state: Pres. France Albert René.

MAJOR INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: UN, OAU, the Commonwealth.

Envoy from the United States: Carl B. Stokes, Amb.

Envoy to the United States: Mark R. Marengo, Amb.

I give you these just in case you want to check it out. If there are changes, they have been made in 1996. By the way, you inquiring minds continue to ask me questions which are readily available to you from many sources. However, I would really like to remind all of you that the U.S. does not have "formal" diplomatic relations with the following countries: Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Lichtenstein, North Korea, and Taiwan. Note I said "formal" and it means that you as citizens cannot do business with them. The Western European countries such as Bhutan it should be noted that the relationships are "informal" which means—only the Elite can deal with them—obviously. I just toss this last in as an indication of the government's FALSE stance in regards to their own limitations (supposedly)—not tourism. What a sick societal structure you misinformed people actually experience.

You need to understand that if a government doesn't EXCHANGE envows—that is government mischief—then you cannot influence—and it is a Europe-centered Club of the Isles.

[END QUOTING OF PART 4]
children, how long will YOU remain babes in the woods?

Thank you for your lengthy attending this. It is, of course, far more interesting to people who consider themselves "involved" but oh, dear readers, please be interested!

Good morning.
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A WISE OLD SAYING

Sir Winston Churchill:

Never give in!
Never give in!
Never, never, never.

Fine for HIM TO SAY—he didn't have to go in front of bullets sent to blow him away. This is what is wrong with "leaders" who "never give in". They do it on the backs and lives of OTHERS who are innocent of the desire for world domination.

So, I think a wiser old saying might well be:

You gotta know when to hold 'em,
Know when to fold 'em,
and KNOW WHEN TO WALK AWAY
(AND FOR HOW LONG).

THE IMPORTANT THING, HOWEVER, IS TO KNOW WHEN YOU HAVE A HAND, AND ACT.

This does not "just" apply to a Poker game, good friends! But, the first thing you have to do is KNOW WHAT IS YOUR GAME and what are the stakes.

Today we are torn between taking up the topic of John Train, Wall Street's man in Bush's secret government or Goldsmith's "new" Murder, Inc. You are going to find a lot worse CRIMINALS than such as Michael Milken, Keating, etc. And, they will ALL go right back to the corrupt team in power, i.e., the Bush Brigade including all the "Twigs".

Since we are quite torn as to which to offer first, we will just move in order offered and mostly again give appreciation, approbations and praise to the team of investigators at EIR. I hope we are filling in some of that which they have been unable thus far to uncover—

but it is with appreciation and honor that I serve the daring speakers who have gathered this information on the Treaty. Look to the crowd of criminal workers, George Bush. And remember, I offered George Bush a way OUT long ago at Camp David and he refused. He was offered first refusal of the certificate and thought us just an "annoyance". Every man has a chance to make a GREAT contribution, George Bush not withstanding.

Let us see what Clinton will do when offered. You will note, however, that Clinton is actually changing over to the New World Order gang. He is even talking about filling his cabinet posts being vacated with "Republican" names. But now HAVE a one party system—without even a veil of doubt. You actually have an "all new" ballgame. Everyone in the "big-time" wins—EXCEPT YOU-THE-PEOPLE and you lose-lose.

[QUOTING, PART 5:]

JOHN TRAIN: WALL STREET'S MAN IN BUSH'S SECRET GOVERNMENT

A. TRAIN'S GLOBAL TRACKS

John Train, investment banker, writer, Anglophone, spook, is a sort of "red dye", a marker for secret government operations tied to the international killer apparatus centered on George Bush and the international explosives cartel. From Sweden to Africa, from France to Afghanistan, from London to New York, you will find the tracks of John Train.

And, naturally enough, Train played a direct and crucial role in laying the propaganda groundwork for the frame-up and prosecution of Lyndon LaRouche: It was at his New York apartment that a series of meetings were held in 1983-84 which launched and coordinated news media attacks on LaRouche; these media attacks laid the groundwork for launching federal grand jury investigations of LaRouche and his associates from 1984 through 1988. This effort was an integral part of the Bush "Ministry of Propaganda", officially designated as "Public Diplomacy" during the Reagan-Bush administration. [Hi More interesting here is the fact that Henry Kissinger was the one finally able to pull off the dastardly deeds. Now, don't let it slip for even a minute that Train BECAME an almost constant companion to your LATE Mrs. John Kennedy Onassis. And yes, for you inquiring Greek minds—we will cover the lineage connections of one Onassis before we finish.]

Train's role as chief propagandist in the "Get LaRouche" drive reflected his standing as a key figure in the Wall Street wing of the official American intelligence establishment. Financial community sources describe the investment counselor as one of the "top spooks" on Wall Street; others call him "the last of the OSS 'old boys' on Wall Street", referring to the Office of Strategic Services, the U.S. branch of British Intelligence established during World War II. Train never held an official position with the CIA or any other U.S. government intelligence service—nor did he need to.

[Hi: Yes, even our old working partner, Jack Donohue, was a member of that OSS and did in fact travel about the world with George and Barbara and was in charge of some operations in Sudan. Isn't it a small world? He also knew Kemp so politically well as to have private meetings with him. When we got crosswise he hit hard enough in conjured anger to get away with severing the agreements, and disappeared. However, it was a GOOD thing, because there was never anything political about anything we ever attempted. You think Gritz shut down the Ruby Ridge thing in Idaho? No, he did not. I, through Jack Donohue, right up through Bush, shut it down before it was a final DISASTER. I don't pick in your game or play in your political schemes but when you think that we have not had a bad go of it—think again. And still, they have only learned that I keep every commitment I make and we do nothing to cause them to damage us. I REPEAT: I DO NOT HAVE TO BECOME MY ENEMY TO MEET MY ENEMY!]

John Train was born in 1928 to Arthur Cheney Train [H: Interesting middle name?] and Helen (Costin) Train. He is a member of a second-tier blueblood family, whose grandfather was a founder of the J.P. Morgan banking group. His education was at the Groton prep school and Harvard (B.A., 1950; M.A., 1951), with post-graduate work at the Sorbonne in Paris, where Train cofounded, with Harvard classmates, the literary magazine Paris Review. In between serving as managing editor of Paris Review, roughly in 1952-54, Train served with the U.S. Army, apparently using family connections to gain a post on the staff of the assistant secretary of the Army in Washington during 1954-56.

In 1958, Train set up his own New York-based investment counseling and brokerage firm, Smith, Train Counsel. Reuters news service reported in 1985: "Some of America's wealthiest families have entrusted more than $500 million to investment counselor John Train."

Although Train's initial source of funds and client list are shrouded in secrecy, some sources believe he might handle the family funds of the Gardner family of New York, Maurice "Hank" Greenberg of the American International Group, and Richard Mellon Scaife.

In 1984, Train sold a 50% interest in Smith, Train Counsel to the English Association Trust (EAT) of London. During the 1980s, EAT was a wholly owned subsidiary of the English Association Group, which, in turn, was a wholly owned subsidiary of PK Banken of Sweden, of which the Swedish government was the largest shareholder. In 1987, Erik Penser, a major shareholder in Nobel and its subsidiary, Bofors, took a 20% interest in PK Banken.

One of the two board members whom EAT placed at Smith, Train Counsel was Richard Cox-Johnson, who was formerly with N.M. Rothschild and Sons, Ltd. Before a more recent reorganization, Train sat on the boards of PK English Trust Co. of London, and PK
A LONG TRAIN
OF ABUSES

The Trains, who reportedly first arrived in the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1635, barely compare with the accumulated power of the Cabots, Lowells, Bunds, and related blueblood families of the region. But they certainly do share those families’ Tory hatred of the American republican system, and like them, made a fortune in the last century, by imitating the British East India Company. (Please refer to Dr. Coleman’s books) establishing the firm of Enoch Train and Co., whose clipper ships trafficked in Chinese opium.

Train family mythology claims that “Train” originates from the nickname which Mary Queen of Scots gave to the boy who carried the train of her throne dress; but if it be true, the 20th-century Trains have long forgotten any Scottish outrage at the English monarchy’s trampling on their sovereignty with the execution of Queen Mary.

However, the image of carrying the Queen’s train is an appropriate one, considering the services that John Train and his cousins provide for the London-centered European oligarchy today.

Train married into an old Venetian family, the Cini, in 1961. His wife, whom he divorced in 1976, was Maria Teresa Cini de Pianzano. She is the daughter of Vittorio Cini, a key figure in the fascist Italy of the 1930s, who later founded the Cini Foundation of Venice. Maria Teresa is well-connected in Sweden, and even wrote a book on “Swedish castles”.

In 1976, Train was decorated “commodatore Ordine del Merito della Republica”, and “commodatore Ordine della Solidarieta”, by Italian President Giovanni Leone. (An inquirer was told a few years ago that the matter of Train’s decorations was a state secret, that all the relevant documents had been sent from the president’s office, the Quirinale, to the police, the Carabinieri, and were carefully hidden away, and that nothing further would be said about it!)

A few of John Train’s cousins are worth noting:

Capt. Harold Cecil Train (1887-1986), was director of the U.S. Office of Naval Intelligence in 1942-43, and he reportedly introduced cousin John into U.S. intelligence circles. Captain Train was instrumental in strengthening the ties of the ONI with the British security coordinator in New York, Sir William Stephenson; with the British Central Scientific Office; and with the British Air Commission and Admiralty Delegation. Naval intelligence historian Jeffery Dorwart writes in his book Conflict of Duty: “The director [Captain Train] frowned upon officers who showed little enthusiasm for the Anglo-American collaboration, criticizing one who did “not seem to have had the word about the complete and free exchange of information between the British and ourselves.” Thus started the Train family’s direct connection with the British Secret Intelligence Service.

Russell Train, was for many years the chairman of the World Wildlife Fund for Nature-U.S. (WWFN), headed the Environmental Protection Agency, and is a trustee emeritus of the African Wildlife Foundation. He is a close friend of both George Bush and the Duke of Edinburgh, Prince Philip.

Scn. Claiirborne Pell (D-R.I.), the ranking member on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, served in the U.S. Navy during World War II, then joined the U.S. State Department, which stationed him in Prague, Czechoslovakia, where he was active in Eastern European emigre matters. He next joined up with Leo Cherne, a close associate of John Train in “Public Diplomacy” circles, and served as vice president and director of the International Rescue Committee (IRC). (Pell is also a raving New Age book.) Partisan differences aside, Pell lets his cousin John Train handle his money, as he acknowledged in his introductions to two of Train’s books.

‘PARIS REVIEW’ AND THE GOLDSMITH BROTHERS

The roots of John Train’s role as one of the Anglo-American oligarchy’s leading psychological warriors goes back to Paris in the 1950s, when he was among the principal founders of the Paris Review, a literary journal and halfway house for some of the biggest degenerates to leave their mark on 20th-century culture. Paris Review not only gave new life to such discredited fascist apologists as Ezra Pound and communist fellow-travelers such as W.H. Auden, but also pioneered the ‘psychadelic’ drug movement which blossomed a decade later as the drug-rock-sex counterculture.

II: Well, I don’t really appreciate dragging into this negative stew, Ezra Pound. Pound was not an apologist for any such thing as “fascist”. Do you see how personal “opinion” without KNOWLEDGE can destroy the validity of an author’s work and by such statements as the above we must now lessen the assumed quality of this particular author’s input. It is not a big point but a very valid one. Pound was dangerous to this gang of hoods and paid the price for his position and I think this writer might well have to answer to such as Eustace Mullins in this particular matter. Each “change” must have a chance at people who can become LIGHTENED and it will usually have to be through rather unorthodox meth-ods that they begin to investigate and SEE truth. Remember, but through the GRACE OF GOD—GO THEE!!]

Paris Review was founded in 1951. Train served as managing editor in 1952-54 and 1957-59, and he has remained an advisory editor since then. Paris Review’s publisher was Train’s Harvard roommate and friend, Prince Sadruddin Agha Khan.

The Agha Khans provide one of the bridges to another tier of oligarchy associated with John Train. Not only have the Agha Khans been intimates of the British royal family since Queen Victoria, but Prince Sadruddin, who has remained John Train’s friend since their Harvard days, is also a friend and adviser to President George Bush. (The Agha Khan was the UN High Commissioner for Refugees in the 1960s, and later played a major role in the relocation of Afghan refugees.)

When Train arrived in Paris in 1952 for his post-graduate study at the Sorbonne and to work on Paris Review, his social clique included Sir James (“Jimmy”) Goldsmith (see below) and the National Endowment for Democracy.

The Agha Khans provided one of the bridges to another tier of oligarchy associated with John Train. Not only have the Agha Khans been intimates of the British royal family since Queen Victoria, but Prince Sadruddin, who has remained John Train’s friend since their Harvard days, is also a friend and adviser to President George Bush. (The Agha Khan was the UN High Commissioner for Refugees in the 1960s, and later played a major role in the relocation of Afghan refugees.)

When Train arrived in Paris in 1952 for his post-graduate study at the Sorbonne and to work on Paris Review, his social clique included Sir James (“Jimmy”) Goldsmith (see below) and the National Endowment for Democracy.

Train is active in a number of other arenas which intersect the Bush “secret government” apparatus, and the international killer network around British SAS and Prince Philip’s World Wide Fund for Nature.

Train is the founder and former chairman of the Afghanistan Relief Committee (ARC), which he established in 1984, and which is housed in his offices. The ARC’s stated purpose was to raise “seed money” for medical organizations treating mujahideen casualties; its base of operations was at Peshawar, Pakistan, near the Afghan border. Peshawar was the chief transit point for the arms pipeline into Afghanistan, and a center of the arms- and drug-trade. Train’s ARC worked especially closely with the Afghan faction around Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, and anti-Western “fundamentalists” whose operations were heavily financed through drug-trafficking.

Train’s ARC also worked closely with the International Rescue Committee of Cherne and CIA DIRECTOR WILLIAM CASEY, who had a base of operations in Peshawar. Cherne, at the time, was the vice chairman of the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board (FFIAB), and the chairman of Freedom House.

Train’s ARC was very closely tied to Cherne’s Freedom House, which had its own Afghanistan Information Center, headed by Rosanne Klass, who was also the vice president of Train’s ARC. Freedom House’s treasurer, Walter Schloss, was a longtime business associate of Train. ARC likewise worked very closely with Prince Sadruddin Agha Khan, who was named coordinator of United Nations Humanitarian and Economic Assistance Programs for Afghanistan in 1988, and with the National Endowment for Democracy.

In 1984, Train was appointed by President Reagan to the board of the AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION, which has been a conduit for millions of dollars to Africa from the U.S. State Department Agency for International Development. He was confirmed in this post at hearings chaired by Senator Pell, his cousin (H. How many can you get?), who was then chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

Other positions held by Train include:

Bank of New York.
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Brought To You By The Folks Who Got Big Government Off Your Back.
WITH DOING-OR MOVING INTO SLAVERY. I

mation against LaRouche and his political movement.

THE NEW WORLD ORDER AS STRUCTURED
TENED TO LAROUCHE--YOU WOULD NOT BE

ment Counsel.

B. PUBLIC DIPLOMACY

Beginning no later than April 1983 (just weeks
after President Ronald Reagan's March 23 announce-
ment of the Strategic Defense Initiative), John Train
convened the first of a series of salon sessions in his
New York City townhouse, for the purpose of planning
out and coordinating a news media campaign of defa-

LaRouche and his political movement.

[Add: Remember readers, whatever you might think of
LaRouche, HE IS THE ONE WHO MADE PUBLIC
THE NEW WORLD ORDER AS STRUCTURED
AND NAMED THE PLAYERS. IF YOU HAD LIS-

The "Train salon", as it came to be known, was a
project of the Public Diplomacy operation centered in

In this section, we will review the structure and
background of the Public Diplomacy project, and in the
next section, we shall examine the nefarious workings
and output of the "Train salon" itself.

THE ‘MINISTRY
OF PROPAGANDA’

The Sept. 7, 1988 Staff Report on State Department
and Intelligence Community Involvement in Domestic
Activities Related to the Iran-Contra Affair, of the
House Committee on Foreign Affairs, concluded:

"Senior CIA officials with backgrounds in covert
operations, as well as military intelligence and psycho-
logical operations specialists from the Department of
Defense, were deeply involved in establishing and par-
ticipating in a domestic political and propaganda op-
eration run through an obscure bureau in the Depart-
ment of State which reported directly to the National
Security Council rather than through normal State
Department channels."

An article in the Fall 1988 issue of Foreign Policy
magazine, entitled "Iran-Contra’s Untold Story", re-
ported that "the White House [had] created a sophisti-
cated apparatus that mixed propaganda with intimida-
tion, consciously misleading the American people and
at times trampling on their right to dissent." [H: Remem-
ber that the term “Iran-Contra” was conjured up to
make the U.S., et al., THINK the problem had to
be solved with some humanitarian matter and TO COVER
the REAL criminal dealings taking place around the
globe, and YOU-THE-PEOPLE not only accepted
the tale—but continue to foster the LIE. Iran NOR
"contra" anything has anything to do with the mess,
even in Central and South America—it was ALL
money and drugs, arms and more money—AND
POWER with the power-brokers developing their usual
cover of confusion and meaningless drivel.]

Congressional investigators did draft a chapter
about the domestic side of the scandal for the Iran-
Contra report; the Foreign Policy article continued,
"but it was blocked by House and Senate Republicans.
Kept from the public domain, therefore, was the draft
chapter's explosive conclusion: that... senior CIA co-
vert operatives were assigned to the White House to
establish and manage a covert domestic operation de-
signed to manipulate the Congress and the American
public."

EIR has put together the most comprehensive pic-
ture of how the "secret government" apparatus of the
1980s was created, and has shown that it functioned
under the direct control of Vice President George
Bush, operating through the National Security Coun-
cil—and not the CIA (see EIR Special Report, "Would
a President Bob Dole Prosecute Drug Super-Kingpin

"Crisis management" is the key to understanding
the Reagan administration. Step by step, it worked like
this:

1. In the early months of the Reagan-Bush admin-
istration in 1981, there was a brawl between George
Bush and Secretary of State AI "I'm-in-charge-here"
Haig over the control of crisis management. On March
22, 1981, a leak to the Washington Post, headlined
"Bush to Head Crisis Management", said that Vice President Bush would
be placed in charge of a new crisis management structure, amounting
to "an unprecedented role for a vice
president". Haig protested, but
Bush won out. The article noted
that Bush "was chosen to chair
meetings in the Situation Room in
times of crisis", although it also
noted that the Presidential direc-
tive formalizing this had not yet
been written. This was a reference
to the Special Situation Group
(SSG), the status of which was for-
malized in December of that year.

2. On Dec. 4, 1981, President
Reagan signed Executive Order
12333 (note title of this Special
Report), which designated the Na-
tional Security Council (NSC) as
"the highest Executive branch en-
tity" for review, guidance, and di-
rection of A.I. foreign intelligence,
counterintelligence, and "special
activities" (i.e., covert operations).
This effectively put the NSC in
charge of the CIA, military intel-
ligence, special operations, and so
on. This did not mean that the
President's national security ad-
viser would assume this charge, but
the NSC staff structure—which is
not a staff for the cabinet-level Na-
tional Security Council, but for the
White House—over which Bush increasingly assumed control.

A little-noticed provision of
E.O. 12333 gave the CIA the exclu-
sive conduct of "special activities"
(covert operations), "unless the
president determines that another
agency is more likely to achieve a
particular objective". [H: This was
not likely to happen, was it? Rea-
ghan was now all involved with
the Bush MONARCH insipid ac-
tivities with the helpless and hap-
less victims of their insidious evil,
such as Cathy O'Brien, and had
been for long enough to render him
useless other than a puppet
on the blackmail string. He willingly got into those
strings, however.] This, for the first time, officially
opened the door for assigning covert operations to the
NSC staff.

Furthermore, in a provision which was almost the
"character" for Bush's secret government, Section 2.7
of E.O. 12333 permitted U.S. intelligence agencies to
enter into secret contracts for services with "private
companies or institutions". [H: Are you people RE-
ALLY reading this stuff? My gosh, people—they
used the system to even lawfully become a SECRET
ritualistic takeover.]

Directive Number 2 (NSDD-2) was issued, which
outlined the National Security Council structure. It
confirmed the existence of a series of Senior Inter-
agency Groups (ISG) for foreign policy, defense policy,
and intelligence—but reducing the power of the Sec-
retary of State and other department heads.

4. A month earlier, on Dec. 14, 1981, NSDD-3 had
already been signed. Entitled "Crisis Management", it
affirmed the existence of the Special Situation Group,
which, it was said, would be "chaired by the vice
president", and assigned to the SSG responsibility for
management. "Crisis Management" was defined as
encompassing "a national security matter for which
Presidential decisions and implementing instructions
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are required more rapidly than routine interdepartmental NSC staff support provides." This formalized George Bush's control over intelligence and covert operations. [H: Hold this one UPERMOST IN YOUR HEARTS!]

A New York Times article, on April 18, 1994, described the "Doomsday Project" as involving more than 20 highly classified "black programs", in military and intelligence agencies; it also involved private companies run by retired military and intelligence personnel. The Times reported that, during the Reagan administration, "the project was supervised by Vice President George Bush". [H: Oh yes we DID (tell you about this and had already written about the entire program of "Doomsday" long before this popped forth.)

Oliver North wrote in his autobiography Under Fire that this was his first major project at the NSC, and that this was where he came to know Vice President Bush. FEMA was the public side of this program. [H: By the way—OLIVER NORTH DID NOT WRITE HIS AUTO-BIOGRAPHY! Even that, for all of these notables—is A BIGGER LIE. THEY DON'T WRITE ANYTHING—THEY ARE WRITTEN "FOR" SO THAT THERE ARE FEW "ERRORS IN JUDGEMENT" PRESENTED. IF A POLITICIAN OR CO-WORKER IN THESE SHENANIGANS WRITING THEIR OWN THEY WOULD BE DEADED IMMEDIATELY.]

It was thus that, during the Reagan administration, all intelligence and foreign policy "crisis management" was consolidated, as much as possible, under the operational control of the Vice President of the United States, George Bush.

[END QUOTING OF PART 5]

We have to interrupt this saga for a commercial break. I have to have Dharma colloidalize over 80 gallons of solution for enhancing the Spelta seed that needs to be planted this afternoon or tomorrow and it has to be done 2 liters at a time. And some of you thought we didn't do anything else except blow your minds! If we work this correctly, friends, George Bush will have "outsmarted" himself. Certainly he will have established something, through his "superfund" theft: OUR WAY OF WORKING LONER. If it was legal for "him"—then surely it is "legal" for us! He MADE IT LEGAL. We don't need much—never did need much relative to the loot actually taken, George. Wouldn't it be easier for EVERYBODY involved to simply help a bit, God's cause? Oh well... another day, another task. So be it.

11/8/96 #1 HATTON

Let us return to our ongoing outlay from EIR in the Bush Special Report of October 1996.

We were speaking of connections with John Train, et al.: [QUOTING, PART 6:]

DONALD GREGG

AND

WALTER RAYMOND

Donald P. Gregg, a CIA officer since 1951, was detailed to the Carter administration NSC staff in 1979, and was regarded by some as a Reagan-Bush "mole" during the 1980 election campaign, keeping an eye out for any port of "October Surprise". The new administration requested that Gregg remain at the NSC, and he headed the NSC's Intelligence Directorate until 1982. In August 1982, he formally resigned from the CIA to become Bush's national security adviser, and he remained in that position until 1989.

In July 1982, Gregg recommended that Walter Raymond, a CIA officer experienced in the CIA’s clandestine overseas media program, who had been seconded by the NSC to the U.S. Army for much of his career, be posted to the NSC to replace Gregg. One of Raymond’s two deputies in the NSC Intelligence Directorate was Kenneth DeGrassanen (who succeeded him in this position in 1983).

Raymond later testified that his responsibilities included reviewing intelligence community programs for the Senior Intelligence Director (SIDG), created by NSDD-2), including covert operations and counterintelligence programs. But Raymond had a particular specialty: He was regarded by some as the CIA’s leading propaganda expert.

In June or July 1983, Raymond was made international director of communications for the NSC, with the concurrent title of special assistant to the president. As he later explained it, he had been urged this was the President's national security adviser, Bill Clark for months, to help "fight the war of ideas." Shortly before this, Raymond resigned from the CIA to avoid "contamination" (his word) of the Public Diplomacy effort by overt ties to the CIA.

Under E.O. 12333, the definition of permitted covert operations excluded those activities intended "to influence United States political processes, public opinion, policies, or media". Either Bush, Gregg, and Co. could not want to ask this prohibition as not covering the NSC staff, or else they simply chose to ignore it.

The "Public Diplomacy" effort was part of the broader "Project Democracy" announced by President Reagan in a speech to the British Parliament on June 8, 1982. In January 1983, Reagan signed NSDD-77, entitled "Management of Public Diplomacy Relative to National Security". Authored by Raymond, among others, NSDD-77 called for strengthening "the organization, coordination, and control of two major aspects of the public diplomacy of the United States".

Under NSDD-77, a cabinet-level "Special Planning Group" was created, with an executive committee composed of representatives from the Defense Department, State Department, and U.S. Information Agency. (One of the DOD representatives to the Public Diplomacy SPG was Craig Alderman, also a top DOD representative to FEMA and the "Continuity of Government" apparatus.)

Raymond also headed the interagency Central American Public Diplomacy Task Force, even before he assumed his new position in July 1983. Out of this came the creation of the office of Public Diplomacy for Latin America and the Caribbean in the state Department (S/LPD). This office was created over the opposition of Secretary of State Shultz. Shultz’s concerns were obviously well founded: Although it was located in the State Department, S/LPD reported to Walter Raymond at the NSC.

SHULTZ PROTESTS

Shultz wrote a memorandum to President Reagan on May 25, 1983, in which, according to the staff report cited at the beginning of this section, he tried to head off the creation of S/LPD. Shultz asked Reagan for a structure in which he would be Reagan’s "sole delegate in carrying out your policies."

Shultz was sent back to Shultz in the name of the President—although unsigned—which stated: “Success in Central America will require the cooperative effort of several Departments and agencies. No single agency can do it alone or should it.”

Attached was a chart, entitled "NSDD-2 Structure for Central America”, which put the NSC between the president and the secretary of state, and which placed Bush’s Special Situation Group on the same level as the NSC. This, as we identified above in the discussion of
activities of the LaRouche movement in Europe and the Army Special Operations Command, which in turn, the Ops Group, stationed at Fort Bragg, functioned under four more psy-ops personnel. At that time, the 4th Psy Ops Group, during 1985 five personnel from the 4th Psychological Special Operations Agency—a favored and primary instrumentality for Bush’s secret government apparatus of the U.S. Department of Defense had turned down his request for back. Raymond wrote that the President had signed NSDD-2 and 3, marked the consolidation of Vice President Bush’s control over covert operations policy. S/LPD was headed by Otto Reich, a former Democrat who had become a “neo-con” Republican. Reich contracted out most of his work, particularly to International Business Communications (IBC), which became a subject of much examination during the “Iran-Contra” investigations. IBC then got busy placing op-ed pieces, feature articles, and letters-to-the-editor in major newspapers and magazines, without ever identifying that they originated in an official U.S. government agency. IBC also facilitated the transfer of funds raised by North and company (including by Roy Godson and Richard Mellon Scaife) to Swiss and offshore banks accounts.

MILITARY PSY-OPS

Important insight into how the NSC Public Diplomacy operation worked is provided by a January 1986 memorandum from Reich to Raymond. Reich says that during 1983 five personnel from the 4th Psychological Operations Group of the U.S. Army had been detailed to S/LPD. Then Reich complained to Raymond that the Department of Defense had returned his request for four more psy-ops personnel. At that time, the 4th Psy Ops Group, stationed at Fort Bragg, functioned under the Army Special Operations Command, which in turn, was subordinate to the Joint Chiefs of Staff 1-3 Joint Special Operations Agency—a favored and primary instrumentality for Bush’s secret government apparatus. (The 4th Psy Ops Group was a regular recipient of military intelligence communications reporting on activities of the LaRouche movement in Europe and elsewhere.) Air Force intelligence personnel were also detailed to S/LPD.

The House Foreign Affairs Committee staff report stated that “Donald Gregg... presently national security adviser to Vice President Bush, initiated the recommendation which led to the assignment of the senior CIA covert operative [Raymond] to the NSC.” The staff report then states that Raymond “was instrumental in facilitating the assignment of intelligence personnel from the Department of Defense to S/LPD and the expansion of State Department resources available to S/LPD despite objections to, and initial denials of, such requests by senior officials at the Departments of Defense and State.”

Raymond’s Public Diplomacy group also worked closely with Faith Whittlesey, later ambassador to Switzerland, who at that time was in the office of Public Liaison in the White House, which was also engaged in trying to mobilize support for the administration’s Central American policies.

When Raymond’s deposition was taken by the Congressional Iran-Contra committee in 1987, Raymond was asked about his 1983 recommendation to hire Michael Ledeen. Ledeen had left the State Department in 1982 along with Haig, and Raymond wanted him back. Why? “He is a good writer,” was Raymond’s answer.

PUBLIC DIPLOMACY TARGETS EUROPE

In a revealing, Jan. 25, 1983 memorandum, Raymond wrote that the President had signed NSDD-77, “solidly endorsing our course of action.” He called the Public Diplomacy program “a new art form”, and declared: “Programs such as Central American, Euro-
Media Resource Center at Boston University, under the direction of the Dean of the School of Journalism, Joachim Maitre—a participant in the original March 21, 1983 donors’ meeting. This became an item of international concern in the Boston Post and in Pakistan, in 1987. The NSC-U.S. Information Agency Public Diplomacy offices had frequent dealings with Train’s ARC, according to USIA documents.

Another focus was Africa, in particular, support for the CIA-supported “freedom fighters” in Angola around Jonas Savimbi. In a number of memoranda written in May 1985, Raymond expressed his hope that for the CIA-supported “freedom fighters” in Angola around Jonas Savimbi. In a number of memoranda which would be called the “Alliance for Liberation and Democracy.”

Tillerson “has been actively helping with the organization work”. During the Clinton administration, Wheeler was set to distract and bring you into order where it is so good for you.

* Ray Godou, consultant to NSC (Public Diplomacy), the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board (PFIAB), CIA Director William Casey, and the U.S. Information Agency and its Director Charles Z. Wick, experts on “Soviet disinformation” and “accurate sensors”; and longtime spy and informant against LaRouche. Godson’s National Strategy Information Center (NSIC) is funded by the Richard Mellon Scaife and by the Smith-Richardson Foundation, among others; Prescott Bush is on the NSIC board.

* Mira Lansky Boland, ADL Fact-Finding Division, former DOD and CIA employee; worked closely with federal and state prosecutors against LaRouche and associates in the Savimbi case; later forced to testify about her attendance at the Train meetings in one of the Virginia LaRouche cases.

[Do: see why I ask you to not form groups nor attend groups of this type—even to just witness? A journalist might well be able to be unofficially uninvolved, but if you don’t attend these things—

YOU ARE NOT CAUGHT UP IN THE ASSUMPTION OF YOUR ATTACHMENTS. LONELY? Perhaps, but it saves a lot of explaining and denial of participation of some sort or another. Dharna lives for and from the letters and loving cards from you—the-readers because she doesn’t participate in ANYTHING save occasionally one sewing class with friends. We cannot function and do our work if we are caught up into the same morass as are the Adversaries. It is certainly not difficult to do this in order to bring about freedom and recognition of GOD. All priorities simply have to be measured carefully against those abilities of the enemy to pin something on you that does not belong in any manner whatsoever. He then traps himself within his own lies—if there is nothing to remotely indicate otherwise. And yes, we all DO learn the hard way.]

* Leonard Sussman, executive director of Freedom House; member of the national board of directors of the ADL; Public Diplomacy activist.

* Michael Hudson, former consultant to Chase Manhattan Bank.

* Dennis King, author of numerous articles and a book attacking Lyndon LaRouche.

* Ellen Hume, freelance writer for the Wall Street Journal and other publications.

* Chip Berlet, associate of Dennis King; researcher and “expert” on Lyndon LaRouche and on various right-wing groups.

* John Rees, British subject, publisher of Information Digest; FBI informant and source; spoke to Nathan Hale Institute in 1985 about LaRouche, utilizing con- fidential FBI information to target LaRouche to U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in May 1986.

* Rael Jean Isaac.

* Cleo Patris.

* A number of individuals identifying themselves as “government connected.” [B: Doesn’t this sound something like: “We are the Plieadians...?”]

The purpose of the campaign launched by the Train salon is significant. On March 23, two days after the Public Diplomacy private donors’ meeting described above, President Reagan stunned the world—and much of his own administration—by announcing the Strategic Defense Initiative, a global ballistic missile defense system based on new physical principles, which would make nuclear weapons obsolete. It was the President’s speech that was the subject of an intensive battle within the White House, up to the last minute. The final version, with its offer of cooperation to the Soviet Union, and its rejection of the Kissingerian doctrine of “Mutual and Assured Destruction (MAD) [H: “INSANE” would be more appropriate.], signified that LaRouche’s 1982 proposal had won out over the “High Frontier” school of Gen. Danny Graham and others.

The Soviets quickly came to blame LaRouche for Reagan’s SDI proposal.

The President’s adoption of many features of LaRouche’s proposal added urgency to a project against LaRouche which was already under way in 1982, particularly at the instigation of Henry Kissinger, who had asked the FBI “about some all-but-insignificant person? Because the modus operandi is the SAME when the Adversarial teams go to work on Truth in order to shut down the possibilities of GETTING A PUBLIC AWAKE AND INFORMED. The tactics are ALWAYS THE SAME, AS YOU WILL SEE.”

GET LA ROUCHE’

In August 1982, Kissinger wrote a personal note to FBI Director William Webster referencing LaRouche, followed up by a more formal letter from Kissinger’s lawyer to Webster, asking the FBI to look into the LaRouche group. This was followed up by a much longer letter to Webster from Kissinger, dated Nov. 25, 1982, which demanded that the FBI take action against LaRouche. Kissinger argued that the LaRouche group may be a “disinformation campaign supported by some foreign intelligence service”. Kissinger’s letter was forwarded to Assistant FBI Director Oliver “Buck” Revell.

Meanwhile, a memorandum captioned “Lyndon LaRouche and the Executive Intelligence Review”, drafted by the FBI head of counterintelligence, James E. Nolan, was being circulated. This memo, dated Sept. 24, 1982, stated that many of the activities of the LaRouche group were “an intelligence campaign supported by some foreign intelligence service”. This was precisely the line being put out by Rod Godson and others in his circle. In a 1981 publication of Godson’s NSIC, EIR was discussed in a chapter on “Soviet Covert Action.”

At a Jan. 12, 1983, meeting of the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board—of which Leo Cherne was the chairman, and Roy Godson a consultant—the issue of LaRouche was raised. (PFIAB is a White House agency established under Executive Order 12331.) David Abshire, a close associate of Kissinger, asked if there was any basis for investigating the activities of LaRouche’s organization “under the guidelines or otherwise”. The next day, FBI Director Webster asked Buck Revell for an update on LaRouche. Revell asked the FBI Intelligence Division for a report, which was provided to Revell on Feb. 1. The report was highly critical of the LaRouche type which are normally associated “with the extreme ‘right wing’ of the political spectrum”. It lifted sec-
While many of the statements and policy positions of LaRouche’s organization dovetail nicely with Soviet propaganda and disinformation objectives, we have no firm evidence that they are being inspired, directed, or funded by the Soviet Union or other foreign groups.... In addition to its many publications, the LaRouche organization sponsors numerous seminars, conducts research, and consults with officials, and operates an expensive communications center. This has led critics to speculate that there is a secret source of funds behind LaRouche. We have no information to support this speculation, although it cannot be entirely discounted.

The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:

1/7/96 The Trouble With Lawyers (2); 1/21/96 (2); 2/4/96 Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview (3); 2/11/96 (3); 2/25/96 Christopher Reeve interview on “Larry King Live” (2); 3/1/96 (3); 3/7/96 (3); Deepak Chopra “The Wizard Within” & George Hunt “1987 Wilderness Conference”; 3/31/96 (2); Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/14/96 (3); 4/28/96 (2); Desire & Intention; 5/1/96 (3); Mother’s Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/11-12/96 (4) Beginning of New Phase; 6/16/96 (4); Father’s Day; 6/23/96 (3); Major Ed Dames interview on “Remote Viewing”; 6/30/96 (2); 7/11/96 (2); Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy; 7/21/96 (2); 8/4/96 (2); 8/17/96 (4); “Little Crow”; 8/18/96 (4); 8/19/96 (3); Teddy from Canada & Commander Hatton; 8/20/96 (2); Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4); David Icke; 9/1/96 (3); Norio Hayakawa; 9/8/96 (3); JUDGEMENT DAY-1995, a dramatization; 9/22/96 (4); Gary Wean & Field Report from The Clays; 10/6/96 (3); Farrakhan in Canada; 11/2/96 (3).
AND INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN PERSON—
can destroy the gangsters.

King's list of acknowledgements is a virtual "Who's
Who" of the Train salon. The list includes NBC-TV's
Pat Lynch, who "first cracked the story of LaRouche's
World connection"; the blue-blood Wall Street
law firm of Cravath, Swaine and Moore; and, of course,
John Train himself—the only time the Wall Street
spook has allowed his name to be publicly cited in
connection with the "Get LaRouche" campaign.

Train's apparatus also surfaced in anti-LaRouche
operations in 1994, when Worth magazine, in its July-
August issue, printed an eight-page libel of LaRouche.
Train is a financial columnist for the glossy monthly.

[END QUOTING PART 6]

Enough for today on this particular focus. There is
a lot of legal documentation to all of this so DO NOT
think it is mere Gossip. This is truth, readers, and you
had best begin to get the records set to correct.

We will next turn our focus to the good old "Gold-
smiths", Sirs and all. This is THE "new 'MURDER,
INC.' "

Yes indeed, I DO know the disappointment you feel
for, after all, Sir James Goldsmith wrote one of the
better books of this decade and somehow it just seems
disappointing to realize he heads "Murder, Inc." Well,
it is often a hard and jolting time in coming into
realization for the Train.

Salu and good morning.

11/9/96 #2 HATONN

NEVER MIND "E.T.s"

I am continually amused, and yes, annoyed at the
continuing arguments among readers and especially
among non-readers over the "E.T." issue of our work.
Forget it, everybody, for this is fully-fledged human
physical interchange and experience in business activ-
ities. There is no old "phone home, E.T., and Daddy
will fix something" attitude. This is the REAL WORLD
and some of you are caught in the Real Stuff. If you
people don't move on past the sillies, we can't get to
the business because of the wrong perceptions and misdi-
erected attitudes. Until all of you stop drifting all your
misinterpretations into a lump and hanging it onto New
Age invisible mystics—we aren't going to get any-
where at all. I am a Spiritual Being, not a mystical old
E.T. needing a 64,000-year attitude adjustment. If you
want to play in those absurd games just go right ahead
but please do so with Ramtha or somebody else. We
have a job to attend.

Since our day began at 3:30 this morning and the
body and soul are a bit weary, we will move right into
the promised writing about Murder, Inc. and the Gold-
smiths.

[QUOTING, PART 7:]

THE GOLDSMITHS
AND THE NEW
'MURDER, INC.'

In late 1990, at a European conference of leading
ecology activists, Edward "Teddy" Goldsmith, according
to an eye-witness, was asked why his brother, Sir
James "Jimmy" Goldsmith, was not also in attendance.
"Teddy replied that Jimmy had been planning to be there
but at the last minute had been called off to Washington
by his "close friend", George Bush, then the President
of the United States. Indeed, the Goldsmith brothers
have been intimately involved in some of the nastiest of
the secret intelligence programs, under Bush's direc-
tion, since the early 1980s, including the Public Diplo-
macy operation in the United States, and Operation
Lock in South Africa.

Jimmy Goldsmith was well-prepared for his par-
ticipation in the Public Diplomacy operation, which
was linked to John Train: Already, in the late 1970s,
Sir Jimmy was spreading the line that Lyndon
LaRouche's wife, Helga Zepp LaRouche, was "KGB".
CIA Counterintelligence chief James Jesus Angleton
claimed that he had first picked up this disinformation
line from Goldsmith.

Sir James Goldsmith (born Feb. 26, 1933) and
Teddy Goldsmith (born Jan 16, 1928) were the sons of
Col. Frank B. Goldsmith (Order of the British Empire;
Territorial Efficiency Decoration; Member of Parlia-
ment, Conservative, for Stowmarket, Suffolk) and
Marcelle Mouillier. One of the reasons they are so
well-suited for building the British-French "Entente
Bestiale", is that they had a British father and a French
mother.

In 1928, while on the board of the exclusive Lon-
don hotel Claridges, Col. Frank Goldsmith founded
Hotels Reunais, a company which eventually owned 48
hotels in France. These included some of the most
important hotels in Paris and Monte Carlo. When, in
the 1940s, the Nazis were poised to take over France,
the Goldsmith family left France on the same freighter
as did Evelyn de Rothschild, their cousin who now
heads N.M. Rothschild & Sons, Ltd. They ultimately
arrived in the Bahamas, to which the Duke of Windsor
had been shipped by the British government and
made governor general, in order to keep him from
further intrigue with Adolf Hitler. Colonel Goldsmith
and his French wife became part of the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor's "set". While the family had its
wartime base in the Bahamas, the boys were kept in St.
Andrews College, in Ontario, Canada.

Teddy then attended Magdalen College, Oxford.
Jimmy never went beyond Eton. Their close friend at
the time was John Aspinall, a professional gambler
with whom Jimmy especially used to gamble. By
unknown means, Aspinall launched a posh casino
in London. According to a knowledgeable former
member of the British Secret Intelligence Service, Aspinall
had ties to Meyer Lansky. He later used some of the
casino profits to fund Teddy's run for Parliament in
1974 on the Ecology Party ticket, and for the European
Parliamentary elections in 1979. Aspinall also helped
fund some of Teddy's pocket zoos and game preserves,
before Jimmy turned over much of his fortune to the
Goldsmith Foundation to do the same.

A BIGGER CROOK
THAN MICHAEL
MILKEN

Jimmy Goldsmith made most of his multibillion-
dollar fortune in the United States using the same kinds
of leveraged buyout, junk bond, and "greenmail"
schemes identified with Michael Milken, with whom he
often worked in tandem. Jimmy entered the United
States in 1973, with the assistance of Wall Street
financier and British SIS station chief Arthur Ross-
who, only a few years later, would become involved in
political intelligence operations against Lyndon
LaRouche. In 1973, Jimmy bought 51% of the Grand
Union supermarket chain in the United States through
his Caveham Ltd. company, which had a subsidiary in
France. Grand Union was purchased by Jimmy for only
$62 million, with the assistance of Ross.

Ironically, in 1983, before he went to work with his
brother Teddy almost full-time on ecology schemes,
Jimmy had taken over Crown Zellerbach Corp., an
American forest products company, paying with vast timber
reserves. Jimmy was then the sixth-largest exploiter of
timber lands in Washington, Oregon, Louisiana, and
Mississippi. He swapped these timber holdings for
Lord Hanson’s gold shares in Newton Corp.

Jimmy announced his "retirement" from business
in the early 1990s, after he and Jacob Rothschild failed
in their $20-billion-plus attempt at a leveraged buyout
of the British American Tobacco company. With his
retirement from business, Jimmy started selling off his
shares of Newton, such that, as of 1990, his holding had
dwindled to 17%; international specula-
ger George Soros acquired 20%. [H: Small little
world, isn't it?] The other holders in Newton
included an associate of Jimmy's and Soros's, Lord Jacob
Rothschild, and Lee Kai Shing (often spelled Li), the
narcotics-trafficking "Red Fat Cat" of Hongkong who
recently retired from the board of the Hongkong Shan-
hai Bank. (He was replaced there by one of his sons,
who owns 10%) Lee Kai Shing is allegedly the piggy-
banker through whom Conrad Black's Hollinger Cor-
poration was able to afford the purchase of the Tele-
graph PLC and the Jerusalem Post. Jimmy is still an
advisory board member of Hollinger.

Jimmy remains on the board of Jacob Rothschild
Holdings, which gives him several significant connec-
tions. First, a fellow board member is Lord William
Rees-Mogg, the former editor of the London Times and
current publisher of numerous newsletters and newspa-
per columns; Rees-Mogg is the British SIS point man
for the Club of the Isles efforts to destroy the U.S.
Presidency and president Clinton, through slander and
innuendo.

Second, Jacob Rothschild Holdings is the holding
company for St. James Capital, whose top executives
include Nils Taube, a longtime partner in crime with
Soros and a board member of Soros's multibillion-dollar
Quantum Fund N.V., based in the Netherlands Antilles.
Jacob Rothschild is the son of Lord Victor Rothschild,
who had been affiliated with, and protector of, the
British "triple agent" network of H.A.R. "Kim" Philby
et al., and particularly of Anthony Blunt, who worked as Surveyor of Queen's pictures. Lord Jacob Rothschild's sister Emma had been Swedish Prime Minister Palme's mistress at the time of his assassination.

Some members of SAPO, the Swedish intelligence agency, thought that this liaison represented a national security danger because, whether or not Emma was a party to the murder, her trysts with Palme put the prime minister at risk, especially because Emma could be blackmailed. But, Swedish authorities refused to allow SAPO to interview Emma Rothschild.

THE GAIA MYTH
AND ECO-FASCISM

The Goldsmith brothers have both formed delphic anti-united-Europe political parties in France and in the British Empire, which have created a Jacobin movement by ostensibly opposing the economic austerity of the Maastricht Treaty. The French party, L'Aute Europe, founded with Jimmy's money, peddles an eco-fascist belief structure, based on brother Teddy's Gaia (Earth Mother) "spirituality", which Teddy started peddling with his The Blueprint for Survival in 1972.

L'Aute Europe helped stir up near-riots during the recent elections in France. Jimmy has just founded a Referendum party in the U.K., which is calling for a referendum on whether Britain should be part of Maastricht; his party is lambasting Prime Minister John Major, and helping to bring the corporatist fascist Labour Party of Tony Blair into power.

Although the Goldsmith brothers appear to be offering an alternative by their opposition to Maastricht, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and the North American Free Trade Agreement (on ecological, rather than anti-free-trade, grounds), they also oppose a "Marshall Plan" approach for massive infrastructure-building in Eastern Europe, on the basis that the people there are too corrupt and stupid. Teddy published a book in 1992 arguing against large infrastructure projects, on the grounds that they destroy the environment.

In 1972, Teddy wrote The Blueprint for Survival, which, along with the The Third Revolution, became one of the bibles of the eco-fascist counterculture. Teddy talked about eliminating cities in favor of small, "self-sustainable" villages, and various other schemes related to what Jimmy later used in his L'Aute Europe campaign against Maastricht. Since Jimmy went "green", circa 1990, he not only expanded his Goldsmith Foundation to finance his and his brother's "Gaia" religions, in order to spread eco-terrorism. Teddy in his The Blueprint for Survival and Jimmy in The Trap. In the latter, Jimmy proposes "a society based on local development rather than urban concentration", which he says will engender a rebirth of spirituality and holiness. He claims that the future must rely upon "renewable resources", and calls for a "redution in electricity consumption". For example, he prescribes a 55% reduction of energy use in the United States. [H: Again I find most interesting that everybody attends everybody else's business. Why would Goldsmith have ANYTHING to say about the use of anything in the U.S.? People, you have to see this tiny trap already springing on you. The facts are that to survive NOW, you are going to have to do exactly what he suggests in many instances—just stay in the game. You are not now a global "community", you are a global slave-labor camp serving the likes of these people of which we write. And some of you would simply extend that grouping to include yourselves as among the masters in the game.]

Since his "retirement" from business, Jimmy Goldsmith's main residence has been a hacienda with thousands of acres in eastern Mexico, which he calls an environmental preserve. [H: Sure, it makes it tax-free.]

[TRIBUNE: Let us now leave the Goldsmith arena and refocus on Olof Palme and his assassination and cover-up of same.]

THE OLOF PALME
ASSASSINATION
AND COVER-UP,
REVISITED

Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme may very well have signed his own death warrant, when, on Sept. 29, 1985, Swedish Customs officials raided the Malmo offices of arms broker Karl-Erik Schmitz, and seized thousands of pages of documents, detailing the activities of a global arms and munitions cartel, operating on both sides of the Iron Curtain, that was responsible for, among other things, funnelling billions of dollars of war materiel to Iran and Iraq, to the Nicaraguan Contras, and to terrorist groups all over the globe. The raid occurred more than a year before the unraveling of the misnomered "Iran-Contra" scandal, at the peak of the Reagan-Bush administration's arms-for-hostages dealings with the Khomeini regime in Iran, and its violations of the Boland amendments, forbidding the administration from arming the Nicaraguan Contras.

And, while the raid on Schmitz's offices did not grab global headlines, as did the Oct. 5, 1986 crash of a Contra supply plane over Nicaragua, it nevertheless sent shockwaves throughout the highly insulated world of the "munitions cartels", the inner circles of the George Bush-led White House "secret parallel government", and allied Western and Eastern European governments and private financier factions—the self-described "Club of the Isles".

The Malmo raid broke the hermetic seal that had, up until that moment, protected a multibillion-dollar underground economy, trafficking in weapons, drugs, precious metals, and other commodities across the East-West divide. And, while Palme was himself a part of that structure, and was personally committed to assuring that the Swedish branch of the "explosives cartel" was not deprived of its share of the action, the raid placed Palme in the untenable position of having to square his public identity as the chief enforcer of the United Nations' arms embargo on the Iran-Iraq War belligerents with his insider role in the global arms bazaar.

Businessman Karl-Erik Schmitz put it succinctly, in a press statement he issued in November 1987: "Everyone has kept this secret until the Swedish Customs went in like an elephant in a porcelain shop and destroyed it." Olof Palme was held personally responsible for that raid, regardless of whether it was a willful act on his part, or merely a blunder.

Perhaps most damning—for Palme, George Bush, Margaret Thatcher, the Club of the Isles—the raid turned up extensive evidence that at least one high-ranking official of the East German communist party (SED), Alexander Schalck-Goldkowksi, was an integral part of the Western "munitions cartel", and a prime distributor of weapons to both sides in the Iran-Iraq War, and to the U.S.-backed Contra forces, battling against one of the Soviet bloc's most strategically situated client states, Sandinista Nicaragua.

Schalck-Goldkowksi, known among his SED colleagues as "Big Alex", had been deputy foreign trade minister in the dictatorship of Eric Honecker since 1967, heading a unit called the Department of Commercial Coordination (CoCo). Schalck reported personally to Honecker and to the Central Committee of the SED. He was a recipient of two of the highest awards given by the East German state, the Order of Karl Marx (1982) and the Great Star of People's Friendship (1985).

At the heart of Schalck's empire was IMES Import-Export GmbH, based at the International Trade Center of Friedrichstrasse in East Berlin. The firm ran the lion's share of East Germany's trade with the West, and accounted for over 50% of East Germany's hard-currency earnings.

As the documents seized in the Malmo raid first revealed, Schalck's IMES warehouses near the East German port city of Rostock were a crucial way-station on the underground railroad of weapons and explosives into the Persian Gulf, southern Africa, and Central America.
SAFE TO DO BUSINESS AGAIN

The assassination of Olof Palme apparently relieved a certain amount of anxiety over the danger of further unwanted revelations about the activities of the arms and munitions cartel and its East German and Soviet "business partners". The raid on Schmitz's Malmo offices had come at a particularly bad moment, when the Reagan administration had formally approved covert arms shipments to Iran, and when the activities of the Bush-North apparatus were at their zenith.

On April 28, 1986, two months to the day after the Palme killing, two prominent Bush-North operatives, Albert Hakim and Tom Clines, traveled to Copenhagen, Denmark, to set up a new series of front companies, to manage both the Iranian arms deals, and the continued supply of weapons to the Contras, the Afghan mujahideen, and so on. Clines, a former CIA officer who had worked closely with Theodore G. Shackley, the CIA's one-time deputy director of operations, and was now a major player in the Bush-North "Enterprise" of off-shore "private" front companies, had arranged the Scandinavia trip, to reactivate a longtime asset, Tom Erik Parlow, a Norwegian by birth, who was an expert in shipping sensitive cargos of arms and explosives. Parlow and his Danish partner, Svend Andersen, ran a string of Copenhagen-based shipping compa-
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V.K. Finds More Fish In The Courthouse,
But An Honorable Judge!

By now, all of you are aware of the Illinois Power "thing".

Yesterday, November 6, 1996, after all this time (more than allowed by the Rules of Court, Rule 56(a)) of filing into the court records documents which were being obviously scrutinized and controlled by the Court Clerks, relating to what appeared to those of us present at the filings, and more factually evidenced in yesterday’s court proceedings. There appear to be more fish in the courthouse than just one or two judges.

From what was evidenced in yesterday’s hearings, the presiding judge himself was deliberately kept out of the U.S. District Courthouse "loop". The acts against Public Policy had never reached his ears, nor the evidence placed before his eyes. This U.S. District Court presiding judge was not aware of the favoritism, or the prejudicial treatment as related to IN PRO SE petitioners, and the Bar Association.

Let me make something very clear to all of you here and now. I do not agree with those of you who go into the people’s courts screaming and yelling at the judges. Not all judges are bad. Politeness goes a long way. Perhaps more consideration should be given and the issues very carefully and politely stated to the judge in order the judge may more fully understand (1) jurisdiction, (2) issue, and (3) constitutional case law, as applicable to your issues. Screaming offends all three issues, as well as the judge on the bench.

Example: I was offered a judgeship back years ago. In the event I were a judge on the bench, even my position would be sorely tested when confronted with such hostilities. I am not defending judges, I am defending the people’s contracted rights and those rights are supposed to be protected by those sitting on the people’s bench. So, try to understand, the judge may not have the full information. Ask your judge, “Have you familiarized yourself and read the complaints or pleadings at issue in this case?”

In the event the bench has not read the case, show respect to the bench, and carefully go through the issues, step-by-step, to fully inform the bench. It helps.

Now, back to yesterday. From what was evidenced in the court, the presiding judge had deliberately been kept in the dark by the Magistrates and Court Clerks under his jurisdiction. We watched (what appeared to be, in my opinion) an honorable man suffering assault after assault to his honorable judicial and moral senses, in an attempt to influence the judge with the influence of the Bar Association by the defendant’s counsel of record.

In this hearing, the defendant’s counsel was allowed to present their motions first. The plaintiff (myself) sat silently, listening to slanderous, disparaging,
Historic Lawsuit Filed
By Eustace Mullins

10/25/96  EUSTACE MULLINS

Historic Lawsuit Filed In Pittsfield, Massachusetts

A lawsuit filed in Pittsfield, Massachusetts Superior Court, October 25, 1996 by writer Eustace Mullins, 73, of Staunton, Virginia seeks $10 million damages against the Berkshire Eagle. Mullins charges libel and conspiracy to deny civil rights. His suit alleges that flyers were distributed in the Berkshires that listed his best selling books, among them the only history of the Federal Reserve System and the only authorized biography of the poet Ezra Pound, and newspaper ads stating he would lecture on the Federal Reserve System on Sept. 27, 1996. The Berkshire Eagle ran a front-page story Sept. 26, 1996 denouncing him and describing him as having a "nefarious reputation," resulting in cancellation of his lectures at four area locations.

Mullins charges the Berkshire Eagle with violation of First Amendment guarantees of freedom of speech and right to peaceably assemble. His suit notes that the Berkshire Eagle "betrayed the entire history of American journalism, which has fought for freedom of speech since the Peter Zenger case." He cites Constitution of Massachusetts Article XIX "Right of people to assemble peaceably. The people have a right, in an orderly and peaceable manner, to assemble to consult upon the common good." Mullins claims that the Eagle attack is an assault upon a senior citizen with intent to commit bodily harm and death, citing his advanced age and medical problems of which the Eagle had direct and advanced knowledge. Mullins charges that the Eagle consulted "voluminous illegally collected secret files, maintained solely for the purpose of attacking him." Mullins asked for damages because the Eagle attack on him is the outstanding hate crime of 1996" in which the Eagle sought to profit by unleashing powerful forces of social hatred and bigotry throughout the Berkshires.

For verification see Court Records or phone 413-528-3154.

V.K. Durham
Elections, Egypt, And Analyzing Rumors

11/5/96 #1 HATONN
LIFE HAPPENS
and so, too, do elections

Thank you for inquiring about the elections today—but, they have only just begun this morning and hardly even begun in this location. Already the computers are telling you what you are going to do so why do you ask me? I would think, however, that anyone who would vote for either candidate of the Democrat or Republican Parties, after watching Perot last night, is out of their mind! You have two top criminals planning to take ALL the rest of your RIGHTS as citizens—and you don't seem to notice. But life happens...! And so too, I suppose, does addiction.

“They tried to start a war in Iraq, day before yesterday, but “nobody came”, so why don't you try computers are telling you what you are going to do so why

... and you don't seem to notice. But life happens.. .! And
to do this trick, voters, so who do you want as the
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The News Desk

11/12/96 DR. AL OVERHOLT

RULES FOR REVOLUTION

Excerpted from THE BIG LIE flyer, [quoting:]

A. Corrupt the young; get them away from religion. Get them interested in sex. Make them superficial; destroy their ruggedness.

B. Get control of all means of publicity, thereby:

1. Get people’s minds off their government by focusing their attention on sexy books and other trivialities.
2. Divide the people into hostile groups by constantly harping on controversial matters of no importance.
3. Destroy the people’s faith in their natural leaders by holding the latter up to contempt, ridicule, and obliquity.
4. Always preach true democracy, but seize power as fast and as ruthlessly as possible.
5. By encouraging government extravagance, destroy its credit, produce fear of inflation with rising prices and general discontent.
6. Foment unnecessary strikes in vital industries, encourage civil disorders, and foster lenient and soft attitude on the part of the government toward such disorders.
7. By specious argument cause the breakdown of the old moral virtues; honesty, sobriety, continence, faith in the pledged word, [and] ruggedness.

C. Cause the registration of all firearms on some pretext, with a view to confiscating them and leaving or mandates. No Headstart...let’s take the responsibility of teaching and raising our children back, as parents.

D. By specious argument cause the breakdown of the old moral virtues; honesty, sobriety, continence, faith in the pledged word, ruggedness.

E. Three areas in the control of the federal government:

a. 40% of all American land belongs to the federal government in violation of the Constitution which gives states original control. The federal government is now turning our land over to the United Nations.

b. The Western states’ recent power outages may very well be a test to implement FEMA and the Energy Bill of Rights.

c. FEMA...the director of the Office of Emergency Planning is authorized to put Executive Orders into effect [TAKE NOTE, HE WILL HAVE DICTATORIAL POWERS.] in “times of increased international tension or financial crisis”. He is also to perform such additional functions as the President may direct.

The NATURE OF THE UNIVERSE

Excerpted from EARTH CHANGES REPORT, October 1996, by Cynthia Keyes, Matrix Institute, Inc., P.O. Box 336, Chesterfield, NH 03443-0336, phone 800-628-7493, [quoting:

Underlying the material universe is a unifying spiritual matrix that consists of both spiritual and physical elements. Instead, we separate these two elements into categories and create organized structures to see our world in the form of the spiritual universe that our entire physical world emerges. Without it, the world as we know it would simply disappear. To view our world without taking into account the ecospiritual nature of our universe would be like shutting our eyes and deliberately walking blindly through the world. Yet, that is exactly what so many of us do.

We seem to be unable to relate to the universe as a whole, which consists of both the spiritual and physical elements. Instead, we separate these two elements into categories and create organized structures to see our world as a whole.

Religion [mostly psuedo-religion], for example, has taken over the domain of the spiritual, while the physical world is given over to science.

This polarization causes us to feel somewhat fragmented and often leads to a sense of unfulfillment and unhappiness. [Much of this sense of fulfillment is due to the false religions thrust upon us; thus, we become confused even with the spiritual.] It says to us that our spiritual nature is bound by certain rules of behavior as defined by various religious groups and
our physical nature is bound by other rules as defined by science and government. While there may be some spill-over from one group to another, the separation of the physical domain and the spiritual domain is clear and obvious to most.

While on the surface this may seem to work, in fact, it further denies our ecospiritual nature by encouraging and enhancing the idea of separation. We can no more leave our spiritual nature behind in business or scientific endeavors than we can leave our physical nature behind in a religious setting.

It is this very idea of separation that has gotten us into the environmental mess we are at this time. If we understood the spiritual nature that permeates all of Creation, we could no more exploit the Earth and the kingdoms of the Earth than we could exploit members of our immediate family.

If we understood that we are all part of a oneness of Creation, we would find ways of sustaining our environment which at the same time could give us what we need to sustain ourselves. In business and political arenas, honesty, fairness, and respect would be taken for granted. If we understood our true nature, there would be no need to exploit the Earth or each other; exploitation would be difficult, if not impossible. By allowing our ecospiritual nature to be split in two, it has become easier to cut ourselves off from the responsibility and love that comes when one can feel a sense of connectedness to the whole of Creation. [emphasis mine]

If we look at the physical nature of the universe we see that it is made up of continuing replications of the whole of Creation. We see this mirroring—spinning bodies of matter orbiting other larger bodies. Whether it's a microscopic atomic element or a great cosmic sun, the principle is the same—orbiting and spinning matter in a vast sea of space. Throughout these orbiting bodies and within and between them resides an energy that keeps it all together. This energy, this divine force comes from the beginning of time permeating all that is and all that will be. It is at once a part of us and a part of the whole universe. And it's time for this creative force—God, Creator, Great Spirit—in every language and in every culture there is recognition of a spiritual force from which all matter has progressed. It is this force, this Divine Presence, that connects us to one another and to all of Creation. If we are to achieve a true sense of self, we cannot deny such an integral part of ourselves. We, as individuals, must take back our true nature and become aware of the union of our physical and spiritual nature. Otherwise, we are but a shadow of our true nature, and there would be no need to exploit the Earth or each other: exploitation would be difficult, and political arenas, honesty, fairness, and respect would never seem to work.

Excerpted from THE BIG LIE flyer, [quoting:] How much more wisdom and knowledge would we have available to us if we could access this spiritual matrix at will? How much more fulfilling would our lives be if we allowed the spiritual part of ourselves to accompany us on a conscious level wherever we go and in whatever we do? Our ability to solve problems, understand people, work with nature, raise our children, and maintain our health would all be enhanced.

By merely increasing our awareness, we can reach a whole new world within and around us, a world where intuition and intellect work hand-in-hand to guide us in every aspect of our lives. [End quoting]

IF WE WOULD LIVE BY THESE WORDS WE WOULD HAVE HEAVEN ON EARTH, NOW!! Thank you, Cynthia, for these words of wisdom and may God bless you.

RUMORS FLY AS ARMY COPTERS BUZZ CITY

Editor's note: The CONTACT reader who sent this states, "The helicopters were buzzing around the big town firing their weapons.

"The slant the media put on these exercises makes the whole thing sound important, even if one helicopter didn't crash."

Excerpted from THE HOUSTON CHRONICLE, 10/31/96, [quoting:]

If you've been buzzing by Army helicopters and hearing what sounds like gunfire at odd hours, it's because Houston represents a unique environment for certain types of aerial maneuvers.

More exactly, the 11 MH-60 Blackhawk and OH-6 helicopters working around the Houston Ship Channel, the downtown area and Sugar Land are using Houston as a "MOUT site".

That's the Army acronym for "Military Operations in Urban Terrain".

Attached to the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment at Fort Campbell, Ky., the helicopters are practicing maneuvers through Wednesday.

The exercise started this week with 12 copters, but one OH-6 more or less crashed during a "hard landing" Tuesday evening near U.S. 90A and Texas 6 on Texas Department of Criminal Justice property near Sugar Land. The copter ended up on its side, slightly injuring at least one person aboard.

As Army spokesman Walt Sokalski explains it, the places where Special Operations forces are used are not always accessible and easy to use. In fact, Special Operations forces get sent to places often difficult for man and machine.

Houston has a varied landscape—from skyscrapers to open spaces to the Ship Channel—and many challenges for helicopter warriors.

Forget the Army posting notices about exercises so people can bring their families to watch the action.

"It's like when the circus comes to town. Everybody wants to see the elephant," Sokalski said. "It creates a greater hazard if we have a lot of people trying to watch the training."

Consequently, the Army or local police try to alert people in the immediate vicinity of the training two or three hours beforehand, but everybody else will hear hours later, if not the next day.

For instance, the current exercise started Monday, but the first public announcement came Tuesday—the same day the OH-6 took a tumble outside Sugar Land.

Doing things this way, unfortunately, has the side effect of generating rumors, and some people think the media are covering up for the culprits.

One caller to the Chronicle Wednesday demanded to know if there really are "3,000 soldiers shooting guns" around town.

Other callers suggested there was ample room to train around Fort Bragg, N.C. where, one woman insisted, the helicopters are based.

"Who invited them here?" a caller wanted to know.

Sokalski declined to say where the Army helicopters are staying during the exercises, but four CH-47s used Ellington Field as a base when they were in Houston earlier for practice. [End quoting]

The Elite are doing an excellent job of softening their targets for takeover as they practice on their REAL future targets. No one will really expect the REAL takeover when it comes, until the shackles are snapped closed. "It can't happen here!"

MEDICAID LIEN LAW

Excerpted from THE BIG LIE flyer, [quoting:] "When the Clinton budget was passed by the U.S. Congress in Aug. '93, there were several provisions hidden from public view...One provision mandates all 50 states participate in an 'estate recovery' program. This plan could require the seizure of homes and family heirlooms after the death of a Medicaid recipient. This is one of the 'deficit reduction measures' that Clinton bragged about." [The Highlander] [End quoting]

ARE YOU FREE?

Excerpted from THE BIG LIE flyer, [quoting:]

- When over 40 percent of your hard earned money (7) is stolen by fraud, via income taxes to support a central government bureaucracy gone mad?
- When you must send your children to a government licensed school or the State will confiscate your property, kidnap your kids or put you in jail?
- When the nation's police are more of a threat to life, liberty and property than the so-called "common criminals"?
- When you must ask the State for permission to marry?
- When you cannot practice free enterprise without
Serious Comments On E. Coli And TWA 800

IN A DARK TIME

From GUIDEPOSTS, P.O. Box 1479, Carmel, NY 10512, [quoting:]

"I feel very blue today," I said to my husband.

"It's the rain," he replied matter-of-factly.

It wasn't. I had no real reason to be down, but I felt as if the light had been switched off in my life. My mother always said, "Keep your bad moods to yourself." So I put on a smile when I got to the office, and for ALMOST A MONTH IN HOSPITAL, and surely mother always said, "Keep your bad moods to your- almost everybody and yet a child dies after being sick

I focused on the words of green light moving across Satan IS Alive and Well but it looks pretty sad for the

Robert Frost. food and drink-YOU ARE AT RISK. In the child's

no more than two minutes had passed. The owner and warned you-that you
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ARE "YOU" READY?

denver [Associated Press] [H: Well, we KNOW from personal experience that you cannot depend on anything the Associated Press reports. Refer to what Abbott had the Associated Press print, globally, about just the Ekkers, and you will find nothing of truth in it.]

A 16-month-old girl died Friday after drinking unpasteurized fruit juice linked to an E. coli outbreak across the West.

Anna Gimmestad is THOUGHT to be the first person to die in the outbreak, which began last month. The California-based maker of the juice, Odwalla Inc., has since recalled 16 of its fruit drinks, which are thought to have infected five people in Colorado and 44 in Canada, Washington state and California. [H: Doesn't it remind you of the "Giant Strawberry" myth of early Summer?]

[H: Now, pay attention.] Anna was admitted to Children's Hospital ON OCT. 16 AND DIED AFTER GOING INTO CARDIAC AND RESPIRATORY ARREST, A SPOKESMAN SAID.

The California-based maker of the juice, Odwalla Inc., has since recalled 16 of its fruit drinks, which are thought to have infected five people in Colorado and 44 in California, Washington state and Canada. [H: Doesn't it remind you of the "Giant Strawberry" myth of early Summer?]
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DENVER (Associated Press) [H: Well, we KNOW from personal experience that you cannot depend on anything the Associated Press reports. Refer to what Abbott had the Associated Press print, globally, about just the Ekkers, and you will find nothing of truth in it.]

A 16-month-old girl died Friday after drinking unpasteurized fruit juice linked to an E. coli outbreak across the West.

Anna Gimmestad is THOUGHT to be the first person to die in the outbreak, which began last month. The California-based maker of the juice, Odwalla Inc., has since recalled 16 of its fruit drinks, which are thought to have infected five people in Colorado and 44 in California, Washington state and Canada. [H: Doesn't it remind you of the "Giant Strawberry" myth of early Summer?]
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with the bacteria, said Dr. Richard Hoffman, a state epidemiologist. [H: The child died of a virus and E. coli is a bacteria!]

Anna fell ill with bloody diarrhea after drinking a smoothie, an Odwalla bottled juice drink. [H: Oh, and just how soon did she "fall ill"? That is a critical question, and answer, readers.] Her illness, known as hemolytic uremic syndrome, is a known complication of E. coli 0157:117 bacteria. [H: Ah, but nobody tested anything to establish a diagnosis], which was confirmed in Odwalla fruit drinks. [H: In this particular fruit drink where nobody else had a single problem?] Odwalla produces fresh juices that are made without pasteurization or preservatives. [H: Then couldn't anybody pick up E. coli from eating an apple or any other fresh fruit?]

[H: Now we get down to it:] Odwalla, based in Half Moon Bay, Calif., has offered to give refunds and it is willing to turn the document over to the FBI. [H: Anybody!] Have you noticed something else here? It always happens that the one bringing forth information is always the one who is discounted—not the perpetrators. I have some even closer to home to use as example.

When Bo Gritz was wrong, he didn't ask if he could straighten anything out—he wanted to know who was the "Judas" goat? Just yesterday, when there was no ill intent in my own message to someone—we get back: "Who was the Judas who...told?" Say what? If you are not guilty of something a bit deviant—why would there be suspected a "Judas"? And actually JUDAS DID NOT BETRAY ANYONE! Do you see better now just HOW easy it is for the Devil to work his Masterpieces of deception on you—the public? I further remind anyone who works on or with my team—THAT NOBODY NEEDS A "Judas" ANYTHING—I KNOW WHAT IS TAKING PLACE! Further, if you claim to know as much enough to work with me—then you certainly either KNOW THIS or you LIED RIGHT UP FRONT.

ORDER NOW—From New Gaia

-Colloidal Titanium (Gaia Ti-22) $20 2 oz.
-Colloidal Copper (Gaia Cu-29) $10 2 oz.
-Colloidal DHEA (Gaia DHEA) $20 2 oz.

NEW Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral (Gaia Vite) $10 2 oz.

Poslin Capsules $6 (60 caps)
GaiaLife Colloidal Minerals 121++ $10 2 oz.
Rare Earth Capsules $6 (60 caps)

(800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)

Advanced products with higher frequencies to knock out the newly created, mutated viruses carried by the specialized parasites. Call for a free catalog.
Slip-Slidin’ Into The New World Order
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YOU ARE NOW “IN” THE NEW WORLD ORDER

As we walk the pathways and byways of life we sometimes find wondrous things tucked away and out of the ordinary things of a day, a journey, a song, or, in just being in experience for a moment.

In those moments there is consciousness of that which is present without having to “figure it out” or without consideration as to whether it be a gift or a “getcha”. Most often, however, we pass these things by in the attempt to push on to the seeming purpose of any particular moment. Can’t we smell those roses, enjoy theBy the way. faces, and all things flow past as they will? All things pass and change-“getcha”. Most often, however, we pass these things by in the attempt to push on to the seeming purpose of any it is the ONLY way.

If that lady told the truth—people would pay attention for many reasons. However, we and other truth-bringers are ignored, buried, and few listen at all. This is, however, why (and I repeat again and again), we do not bring “revelation”, we bring that which is known and can be PROVEN. Gossip is for secrets and fortune tellers. However, you should hear and see it all if you can do so—because therein lies the ability to finally discern, judge and function—IN KNOWING RECOGNITION.

Pity the man who acts stupidly in deliberate attempt to accomplish wrong deeds, for he deserves no compassion and certainly will experience his own gift of return upon himself. Oh yes, I could give you thousands of examples which would reflect in recognition upon your minds—but we will save it for a while longer and then, perhaps, we shall ask the legal people if some of the ongoing (now at the U.S. Supreme Court involving the Green Brigade) deceptions can be shared. That court now finds 8 different tales from Green’s own mouth as to “how” and “why” he had Overton’s gold buried in his yard. Have his attorneys, Abbott and Horton, done Mr. and Mrs. Green great service? Of course not, and when will all of you being used by these misfits come against them? They are your rightful targets—not the ones from whom you or your buddies stole and damaged.

These people could have made things RIGHT and yet they have now pushed to the point that the entire world will know of their transgressions and misappropriations. Still they come against the ones who have made NOTHING to them. I find it quite remarkable and have come to believe that the limits of the patience of the courts may well have been reached. Will a man actually sell his soul for a bit of gold? OH INDEED! MOREOVER, IF IN WRONG BEFORE GOD, THE MAN SHALL LOSE BOTH THE GOLD AND REPUTATION—AS IT “JUSTLY” SHOULD COME TO PASS.

Will there be an Armageddon? Yes. I see no way that change can come fully, to reverse itself from that which is taking place. It is still POSSIBLE. It is NOT PROBABLY. As long as the would-be-KINGS own the world—it cannot be changed into the Constitutional hands of THE PEOPLE. And, mostly, look around, do you WANT the “masses” to rule? What has happened to you—the people? Do you want clowns like Michael Jackson and Spielberg to rule instead? They may make interesting movies but are they JUST controllers? They help mold SICK MINDS, not sound government, and yet more people WORSHIP at the feet of a fallen football player than bend in reverence to GOD! Few want to hear the word of GOD because it brings pain and self realization of responsibility long ago dumped and avoided. The population of Earth Human Mankind will get exactly what it has earned and deserves; no more, no less.

Will the “GOOD” go with the “BAD”? No, for the transition is the dividing line. The evil-mongers want you to believe so, but NO, it is NOT SO. GOODNESS PREVAILS EVEN WHEN THERE IS NO APPEARANCE OF IT SO BEING.

“THE” TEACHER SAID... REGARDING LAWS

If man is faint of heart in spirit, so are his laws faint-hearted and are like heresy. If man is presumptuous and disregards the Commandments and Laws of The Creation and of God, he is forced to bring forth his own laws which are full of mistakes and lead him astray. Laws and commandments made according to men produce murder and evil, and evil will spread and gain control, and man no longer has any power over it. Commandments and laws are valid only if they are derived from wisdom and logic. But logic requires wisdom and perception.

In this same line of reasoning: Take my hand for YOU are the “stranger” in Paradise, and you remember not your way. God honors and protects you who honor and protect yourselves, for it is the way of God in the wondrous reflection of His own radiance. Any being who commits, knowingly, crimes, reflects the guilt and emptiness of space and mind and always KNOW that when Satan is THROUGH with the “tool” he always throws it away like an empty lemon peel. Satan will squeeze the goodness and light from your being and then abandon you to whatever fate is pending for your carcasses. For every pain or unrighteous act perpetrated against those of Truth, so shall come back a hundred fold IN KIND. THAT IS JUSTICE. God is “just”, not necessarily “fair”. Life is not a game of accomplished “fairness”—but the intent is always toward JUSTICE, if attended properly.

I realize that Truth is very difficult to comprehend in all its wonder and seeming detail. However, again I warn you that you must come to know the players on the opponent’s team lest you struggle into their pit and become one with them. The taking is so subtle and so silent in upstart that it often is reflected in seemingly small events. Once in the TRAP, however, extrication is all but impossible. Then, when you get evil-spirited legal reptiles after your assets—you have surely met Satan in full bloom.

Readers continue to ask if “Desired knows all about this mess perpetuated on and on by George?” NO! But “consequences” are interesting cycles. When one CHOOSES to remain with “the beast”, they go down with the beast. And this man, Green, STILL says he hears from, and speaks with, ME. Do you really think so? Even with his eight tales about the gold, did NOT EVEN ONE IS RIGHT? When a man’s tale “changes” over and over in the presentation from one to another—you can know that all but one and perhaps ALL are lies.

When Judges and Magistrates FACE THE REALIZATION that “they” have been made the Fool—the lying dancers may be caused to STOP. And people, is it not about time? On the other hand, it sometimes falls that the Magistrate or the Judge will cover his own mistakes and in that, proves himself to the normal judicial system as a balance of right vs. wrong. Mostly you-the-victim are caused to have no alternative but to wait and see—or withdraw from the game. The latter is what is worked toward in great diligence but there will always be a few who SHALL prevail no matter how long it takes.

GOVERNMENT POST RESIGNATIONS

Christopher

The most revealing resignation from the “new” government hierarchy with Clinton is, of course, Warren Christopher, Secretary of State. DO YOU SUP-POSE HE KNOWS SOMETHING YOU DON’T? Well, HE DOES AND IT IS NOT GOOD NEWS.
Election Reflections And “Patriots” On The Loose

SCUM-BAGS AND BLOOD-SUCKERS

There was a lot of overlooked wisdom in the reelection of Billy Clinton. He is but a foolish thug. The opposition is polished and internationally powerful professional CRIMINALS. Now if you use your brains you can begin to tear away the shields of the individuals and when you find the real manipulators and controllers you can begin to pull them down or EXPORT them. Your nation has long been run by ALIENS as masters. As giving its1/. The Bush era was the very worst kind. Billy is just a foolish thug trying to act like a swan. Hillary is worse and she will rear a duplicate of herself in her child.

You avoided awakening within the NEW WORLD ORDER clampdown by a thread, yes, a hair’s breadth.

Now you can go get the really obnoxious culprits of your turn from my wife.” From his “what?” Is this loyalty to a society and within your Religious clubs. WITH of Doom. Could hardly abide “the broad” and was “turned off.”

We try to find the wisdom of the ages in some polished and internationally powerful professional CRIMINALS. Now if you use your brains you can begin to tear away the shields of the individuals and when you find the real manipulators and controllers you can begin to pull them down or EXPORT them. Your nation has long been run by ALIENS as masters. As giving its1/. The Bush era was the very worst kind. Billy is just a foolish thug trying to act like a swan. Hillary is worse and she will rear a duplicate of herself in her child.

You avoided awakening within the NEW WORLD ORDER clampdown by a thread, yes, a hair’s breadth.

Now you can go get the really obnoxious culprits of your turn from my wife.” From his “what?” Is this loyalty to a society and within your Religious clubs. WITH of Doom. Could hardly abide “the broad” and was “turned off.”

We try to find the wisdom of the ages in some polished and internationally powerful professional CRIMINALS. Now if you use your brains you can begin to tear away the shields of the individuals and when you find the real manipulators and controllers you can begin to pull them down or EXPORT them. Your nation has long been run by ALIENS as masters. As giving its1/. The Bush era was the very worst kind. Billy is just a foolish thug trying to act like a swan. Hillary is worse and she will rear a duplicate of herself in her child.

You avoided awakening within the NEW WORLD ORDER clampdown by a thread, yes, a hair’s breadth.

Now you can go get the really obnoxious culprits of your turn from my wife.” From his “what?” Is this loyalty to a society and within your Religious clubs. WITH of Doom. Could hardly abide “the broad” and was “turned off.”

We try to find the wisdom of the ages in some polished and internationally powerful professional CRIMINALS. Now if you use your brains you can begin to tear away the shields of the individuals and when you find the real manipulators and controllers you can begin to pull them down or EXPORT them. Your nation has long been run by ALIENS as masters. As giving its1/. The Bush era was the very worst kind. Billy is just a foolish thug trying to act like a swan. Hillary is worse and she will rear a duplicate of herself in her child.

You avoided awakening within the NEW WORLD ORDER clampdown by a thread, yes, a hair’s breadth.

Now you can go get the really obnoxious culprits of your turn from my wife.” From his “what?” Is this loyalty to a society and within your Religious clubs. WITH of Doom. Could hardly abide “the broad” and was “turned off.”

We try to find the wisdom of the ages in some polished and internationally powerful professional CRIMINALS. Now if you use your brains you can begin to tear away the shields of the individuals and when you find the real manipulators and controllers you can begin to pull them down or EXPORT them. Your nation has long been run by ALIENS as masters. As giving its1/. The Bush era was the very worst kind. Billy is just a foolish thug trying to act like a swan. Hillary is worse and she will rear a duplicate of herself in her child.

You avoided awakening within the NEW WORLD ORDER clampdown by a thread, yes, a hair’s breadth.

Now you can go get the really obnoxious culprits of your turn from my wife.” From his “what?” Is this loyalty to a society and within your Religious clubs. WITH of Doom. Could hardly abide “the broad” and was “turned off.”
either blows it or they make total fools of themselves—ON THE RECORD. It happened in Africa, all the way across the world in Africa, with Timothy Binder and US&Ps as he devoted his whole speaking time to blasting the Ekkers! We appreciate the attention—IT MADE OUR CASE! Surely there is ONE inquiring mind who actually reads our regular information to enjoy the position of questioner. Rayclan is too "important" to read the information. Satan’s workers don’t use the "information"—they play on a plane of physical-personal foolishness. It is one of the very CLUES you use to DISCERN.

How does WRONG get a foothold? Through YOU accepting such garbage foolishness from the mouths of FOOLS and allowing them to be presented as AUTHORITIES. NO ONE can make a FOOL OF YOU—YOU HAVE TO ACCEPT IT!

BO GRITZ

Along these same lines of thought in misrepresentations and misinformation—back to Bo Gritz. My goodness, readers, why do you continue to kick dead dogs? And yes, he is

Bo Gritz And Son Arrested On Attempted Kidnapping Charges

The story was buried in the back pages and carried little or no details. Bo Gritz and Son Arrested On Attempted Kidnapping Charges in Connecticut. A chill ran up my spine as I read the account in the Albuquerque Journal. The Free American had run a story on Linda Wiegand (sic) some months ago and in the back of my mind, I knew that the two were connected. I have met and talked with Linda personally, and can verify that everything Bo says in this, his side of the story, is true.—Clayton R. Douglas

BO’S STORY

The first sign that four-year-old Ben was being sexually abused was a January 1993 comment to his Vermont pre-school teacher. “My daddy makes love to me.” Subsequent investigation by government and private medical authorities concluded in writing that Tom Wilkinson had sodomized both Ben (4) and Jon (7). Criminal charges were filed. Wilkinson countered by securing a fanatical Connecticut male-advocate attorney, Kiefer, who secured a custody order from a friendly judge, Barail, despite letters from investigators in three states, including Harvard Medical, urging him against the action. Linda, fearing the worst, abandoned her natural sons. Linda and a Child Advocate, Stacey Nicotera, from Hartford Interval House, presented the order to the Suffield Police Department for enforcement on 22 August and were summarily turned away by Police Sergeant Brockett. A letter of complaint to Police Chief Robert Williams resulted in no action.

Editor’s note: The following is quoted from The Free American, November 1996 issue.

The story was buried in the back pages and carried little or no details. Bo Gritz and Son Arrested On Attempted Kidnapping Charges in Connecticut.

A chill ran up my spine as I read the account in the Albuquerque Journal. The Free American had run a story on Linda Wiegand (sic) some months ago and in the back of my mind, I knew that the two were connected. I have met and talked with Linda personally, and can verify that everything Bo says in this, his side of the story, is true.—Clayton R. Douglas
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Editorial Policy

Opinions of the CONTACT contributors are their own and do not necessarily reflect those of the CONTACT staff or management.
Lady Nada: Learning To Manifest
The Christ Potential Within Self

Editor's note: The following writing is by the Ascended Master known as Lady Nada of the Sixth (Rose) Ray, among the seven great “Rainbow Masters” communicating at this time to help us through Earth-Shan’s planetary transition and rebalancing.

In Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW MASTERS, Lady Nada says:

“Let this be thy lesson this day: KNOW THYSELF. FIRSTLY, KNOW THYSELF! BE YE MALE OR FEMALE, COME TO BALANCE WITH THYSELF.

“FACE OF THY RESENTMENTS. BRING THEM FORTH TO COMMUNICATE WITH ONES WHO CAUSE THEE THY PERCEIVED RESENTMENTS. THEN RELEASE THEM TO THE COSMOS that ye might go forth in total harmony and get of thy work accomplished.

“I come on the chosen Sixth Ray of refraction. My aspect is most pleased within the Third Ray—the pink, loving warmth of the Third Ray of Divine Love....

“I was most active in the time of Atlantis, with you of my brothers. It, like Lemuria, was a time of beauty, of seeing man grow and blossom and then reach a peak and turn to the darkness within himself. I was tending of the flame, let us say, of Love, housed within the then-called, Temple of Love, there in the greatest city of Atlantis.

“I served the Third Ray, for my thrust was, even then, the healing of Earth’s evolvement course, which thy Jesus has said is the fulfilling of the law of karma. So be it. ’Tis what I did at that time. DOES THE EARTH NOT NEED OF HEALING AND NURTURING MORE THAN EVER IN EXISTENCE OF MANIFEST FORM?

“You are now striving for, let us name it: selfless service. This state of selflessness must be achieved or you cannot fulfill of thy mission. To know when ye have become selfless is to not be aware of the choice of selflessness. By this I mean that the natural course of your life is always the preferring of the love of God, the service of that God incarnate. To be aware of self, its pleasures, its privileges, its preferences, and then to MAKE A CHOICE TO FOREGO THAT SELF IS A STEP ON THE PATH of selflessness which must indeed be taken.

“Once you have reached that center of balance, you are no longer aware of choosing between Self, the Real Self, and the cast aside NON-SELF.

“It seems a contradiction: ‘Love thyself, honor thyself as God, love neighbors as self’ — and then ‘cast aside self’.

“Nay, for our mission requires Self to function ‘automatically’ as the hands, heart, and head of the unseen Teachers— wherever thee are needed, whenever required—filling in for God, and therefore supplying each aspect of the Christos Sacred Circle in which someone may be lacking, for the ultimate mastery of the transition of this garden into her ultimate perfection.”

See Journal #7 for more background on this important group of teachers, plus earlier writings by them. Refer to the Back Page for Journal ordering information.

11/10/96 LADY NADA

Good morning, old friend, and thank you for sitting this day. It is I, Lady Nada, come to commune with you this day so that you and your brethren might have the insights that shall carry you forward in this upcoming time of transition. I come in service within the Radiant One Light of Creator God.

Many are reaching out at this time for “something more”, yet they do not know exactly what it is that they seek. These ones are restless for they feel the stress of day-to-day living increasing more and more, and thus it becomes harder and harder to function at a rational level without losing one’s temper.

This is a time wherein you ones shall have need to control your emotional state to the extent that you will have to monitor every thought and REACTION that you have, and try to trace back to the CAUSE of those thoughts that precipitate a “stressed” mental condition. This is not easy, especially in the case of a reaction, for the reaction is usually an automatic response (without conscious thought) to your environment, a current situation, or a past-life experience with great emotional trauma. In the case of this latter condition, it is most difficult to trace back the reactionary response to the cause, yet it is possible with the proper training and guidance.

You ones must be responsible for your actions and reactions, regardless of the conditions in which you currently find yourselves, for you have agreed to participate in the game at hand. Your feelings are YOURS! You must realize that what you feel, regardless of what you may think has caused these feelings, is SELF-generated. Whatever you feel, whether it be loneliness, frustration, sadness, boredom, anxiety, doubt, or higher emotional feelings such as happiness, joy, love, fulfillment, or certainty—KNOW that you have created these feelings and that you have created the conditions that would cause you to have to confront any emotional challenges.

You ones need to stop blaming others for YOUR mental and emotional states. Take responsibility for what you feel, and what you do, in the haste of emotional excitement, without thinking. When you can remain rational and calm under these situations, and allow for conscious thoughtful understanding of the entire situation, then you will have diverted much grief for yourself and others.

If you find yourself in a situation where you are feeling anger and frustration, try to step out from the situation and ask yourself, “Why am I allowing this situation to anger me?” Take the time to think the situation through and find for yourself the part of the situation that you CAN take responsibility for having helped to create. This is always best done PRIOR to reacting out of anger or frustration. Know also that, if a situation affects you, whether it be good or bad, then you have helped to create the conditions that precipitate the response within self.

This is one of the main reasons why you are down there in the physical: TO LEARN TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THOSE THINGS THAT YOU HAVE CREATED.

At this time on your planet you are being constantly bombarded with all kinds of mental distractions which are designed to keep you in a condition of mental stress. The intention of these evil, would-be controllers is to keep you so off-balanced that you will not have the mental “headroom” (wherewithal or mental computing ability) left to realize what it is they have planned for you-the-people.

Ones are asking, “What can I do?” The first and perhaps most important thing you can do is to get yourself educated. Learn the methods and ways of the adversary. Learn to recognize
the subtleties that he uses to “push your buttons”. Learn to recognize the clues he is required to leave when he is manipulating ones around you.

Know that I am referring to the very real entities, Satan and Lucifer. These ones, whatever your perception may be of them, are masters in their own right and should be taken most seriously. Know also that when you have Creator God on YOUR side, you have nothing to fear, for they cannot touch you.

Many think that they have God of Lighted Creation on their side, or that “Jesus” will “save” them—but these ones have bought into the lies and distractions and are heading down a path of irresponsibility. Esu “Jesus” Immanuel was impaled and left for dead, and now, some two thousand years later, ones are still giving thanks for his sacrifice.

This was a blood-human sacrifice. Blood-human sacrifice is satanic, whether it happened two thousand years ago, two million years ago, or two days ago. Ones are still running around down there symbolically drinking of his blood and eating of his body. This is vampirism and cannibalism at best! Yet ones partake in these rituals without thinking for themselves what it is they are actually doing—all the while believing they are somehow pleasing God and glorifying the pain and suffering of a Christed Being.

God of Light does NOT need human physical blood to prove your love for Him—He never has and never will. God knows your heart intent and desire. You must begin to realize that the adversary controls those ones who so easily give up their personal responsibility as to not even think for themselves what it is that they do so mindlessly and ritualistically.

When the adversary can get you to give up your personal responsibility, then he has won, for you will no longer give thought to your actions, for you will believe that the one to whom you gave over your responsibility will take care of you and protect you. You will believe that you no longer need to worry about the condition of your world or how your actions (or inactions) affect the whole. The adversary no longer has to worry about you, at this point, for you have given over your inner, God-given power to another. Now, all he has to do is control the other and he, in turn, controls YOU! Who might YOU think controls all those religions?!

Think for yourself and be your own person. If you find yourself feeling confused, then seek diligently and consciously to understand why you feel that way. You may find yourself looking at some “seemingly” unrelated situations, but keep in mind that all is connected to all. Also, please keep in mind that if you do not care enough about self to find your own way, then who do you think will? Perhaps those who would have you give over your responsibility to, or in the name of, another.

You must realize that YOU have, within YOU, all the potential to express and create as a Christed Being. You will need to earn the responsibility in order to be allowed to use this potential. If the adversary can keep you in a mental state of irresponsibility, then he, in effect, keeps you from reaching your true Christed potential. Recognize the game here!

You do not need to follow any one or any group. You have all that you need to manifest this Christed potential within your being. This is not to say that you will not have need for lessons and teachers. It may very well be possible to reach this level of responsibility without the Guides and Wayshowers—but WHY would you choose such a lengthy path to get from point A to point B, when there are ones who have come for this very reason, to assist you?

For many of you this is merely a review of what you already know. Please be patient with us for there are many reasons for these messages at this time. You ones are approaching a time on your planet when the many religions will have to face the fact that they have erred in their perceptions of Lighted Spiritual Truth. You will have the masses crying out for understanding of what is truly real.

These messages are for you to share with your brethren when they come to you seeking to understand who we of the Lighted Hosts of God really are. We are your Elder Brothers, come to offer a helping hand to any who would seek and desire same. We come in many forms so as to ease the impact of the various realities down there at this time. Some can accept the fact that there are extraterrestrials who are both spiritually and technologically more advanced than you. Others may not easily accept this, but can, however, accept the idea of Angels or Spirit Guides. (Angels are simply “God’s Messengers”, in whatever forms or dimensions they exist.)

These messages are for you of Ground Crew to use as tools, for self and others, so that when the masses come thirsting for knowledge, you can have short, digestible messages to share with them. Please do not go around trying to force your perceptions of reality off on another. When these ones are ready, they will be guided to you. Be forever offering, but do not insist that another listen to you.

Be patient and kind. Forgive those who may laugh or have laughed at you, for they do it out of ignorance, and that is excusable in God’s eyes. Remain humble in the presence of these ones for they are the ones who need these messages the most and they are the ones who you have come down to assist.

May this message help you to understand who you are and why you are there. I am Lady Nada, Master of the Sixth Ray of Creator’s Spectral Expression. Salu!
The Science Of Body Manipulation & Programming

A. THE SCARRING OF THE BRAIN STEM.

Early on it was discovered that the brain would overcompensate for scarring on the brain stem. This is a principle similar to weight lifting. By tearing down the muscle fiber by overexertion, the body rebuilds the muscle stronger. By scarring the brain stem, it was discovered that geniuses who had photographic memories could be created. Brain stem scarring was used to create the whiz kids that the NWO needed to run their big computers. For instance, the computers that just NASA alone uses require people who can work in ALGOL, BASIC, COBOL, COBOL 74, MULTICS COBOL ver. 4 4, COBOL Ch 4, COBOL CP-6, ECL, EULOR, FLIP, FORAST, FORTRAN, HAL/S, Illiac 4, JASP, JOSS, JOVIAL, LISP, MAP2, NUP, NuSpeak, PASCAL, PEARL, PLACE, PL/1, PL/1-APAREL, PLANIT, Praxis, SA Machine Language, SEMANOL, SNOBEL, UNIX, WANG, ZBIE. It takes good memory to remember computer languages and programming. These whiz kids, who were both programmed with Monarch programming and had their brain stems scarred can be seen in some of the University computer departments and the intelligence/military agen-
AND NOW, LET'S GET GROSS

The split brain programming done by the Illuminati is grotesque. A drug is injected at the base of the skull into one hemisphere of the brain to shut it down, while the other hemisphere is kept awake. Torture is then carried out to split the mind. What this does is create programs and alters which are associated with only half of the brain. The brain is being further divided from itself. Work is done by the Programmers to develop the thinking of alters from one side of the brain to think differently from those of the other side. Split brain programming is not just hypnosis, as some have been led to believe. Split brain programming provides the Programmers one way to keep the left hand from knowing what the right hand is doing. It also gives them the ability to put in body programs or memories which affect only half of the victim's body.

[END QUOTING OF PART I]
LOVE! This attitude ONLY PROVES "need", NOT LOVE.

Worse, what you then really desire is some sort of cult or "master" that will demand your allegiance so you are forced into choosing what you wanted all along. No thank you. NOT HERE WILL YOU FIND SUCH PRESSURES. We have no use for those who have to make decisions under such silly circumstances. GOD IS NOT FORCE; GOD IS NOT COERCION OR DURESS. GOD OFFERS TRUTH—YOU MUST MAKE THE CHOICES.

11/10/96 #2 HATONN

[QUOTING (from Chapter 8), PART 2]

BODY MANIPULATIONS

C: MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES

Medical science has been probing the gray matter that makes up the human brain for several hundred years and they continue to probe it. With the use of various new techniques they can look inside the human brain in ways that were not available before. An enzyme called horseradish peroxidase (HRP) which serves as a marker or highlighter allows brain researchers to visually look at brain cells on functioning brains. Researchers such as Frank Putnam, at the National Institute of Mental Health, have taken PET scans of the brains of people with multiple personalities, whose brain scans from one alter personality to another are very different. This doesn't occur in non-multiple people who pretend to have different personalities. The brain scans have shown that brains with multiple personalities are physically different than other people's brains. The different personalities are often in different neurophysiological states. Medical science has helped the programmers put people into different neurophysiological states for programming. Some of these states are dangerous unless trained medical personnel are available to insure the victim doesn't die. Which, according to ex-Programmers, does happen anyway. [H: This can also be verified by Cathi O'Brien.]

Medical science has identified glutamate which is an amino acid as an important neurotransmitter involved with memory storage. However, after countless tests and all types of research, we still do not know completely how the brain stores memory. However, the NWO's Network understands far more than they have let the public learn.

HAVING SKILLED MEDICAL/LAB TECHNICIANS

Having the medical know-how doesn't get the job done in itself. Obviously, the Network has needed to have both hospitals and trained medical personnel.

Having skilled workers is part of the success of the Monarch Programming. For instance, the simple interpretation of Alpha BFT instruments, requires that the operator be able to understand what is background interference. Everywhere the instrument is located there is going to be some amount of background interference. Only the good operators can realize when a pseudo-alpha wave has been produced, perhaps from the child sweating in the location of the electrode, or hair movements, or eye blinks or twitching.

The Illuminati has their own midwifery training program, which will take teenage Monarch slaves and train them. They also begin training their people in programming and observation from infancy up. By the time they are an adult, the programming alters known as "second nature". They have no shortage of doctors, nurses, psychiatrists, and other well educated people. If they have to save an important Monarch slave, they may fly in a specialist from wherever the right specialist is.

When it comes to research, some of it done by professionals who don't realize how their research is going to be used. Many researchers are great on seeing detail, but not the bigger picture. They usually don't realize how their research is going to be used, and are very gullible people. The CIA finds that the researcher is quick to justify in his or her mind the moral value of the research they are doing.

Many members of the Illuminati are involved in secret genetic research.

Having control over numerous big hospitals is an important link in the ability of the Network to program so many people successfully.

Medical personnel are participating in acts that help mind-control. One Christian nurse quit the University Hospital here, because newborns are secretly being given implants. A few years ago, it was discovered that The Upjohn Company, an American multinational company, was involved in placing radiotransmitting material in with their liquid cortisone preparation Depomedrone, which created an implant when medical personnel put Depomedrone into their patients.

D: HISTAMINES

Histamine is a chemical (a particular molecule) which the body uses to defend against alien cells. It also has the ability to lower blood pressure and to flare up the skin.

The auditory sense can affect histamine production via programming. Histamine is a molecule which is part of the body's immune system. Changes in histamine levels affect moles. It affects skin changes in scars. This is how the abusers can magically make scars disappear and appear, which makes the programming seem even more real to alters. The abusers like to create invisible scars that form patterns and pictures. The most popular is the Baphomet head (which stands for Satan). Upon command they can trigger the skin to make these scars visible.

If one pricks someone's skin with a needle having histamine on the tip, it will cause the skin to flare up red.

Biofeedback has allowed people to mentally talk to their skin. Hypnosis has controlled people's immune system. States of mind affect the immune system. Somehow a combination of these is used to allow the handler upon command to trigger the correct state of mind within the victim to increase histamine production within the skin area.

The bone marrow of the body produces stem cells. The stem cells are capable of growing into many different types of cells. First the stem cells grow into some basic different cells and those in turn grow some more and further differentiate. For instance, a stem cell can become a myeloid, which can become a polymorphonuclear granulocyte which in turn can become a basophil or mast cell. Both basophils and mast cells are leukocytes and they are part of the body's immune system. All the body's immune and mast cells are carriers of histamine. Histamine does several things in the body. Histamine causes dilation of blood vessels, and it allows blood vessels to become permeable (leaky, so to speak) which allows other chemicals and fluid to go through the blood vessels into the area between cells and tissues. All CNS (Central Nervous System) cells of the body have receptors that the histamine can attach itself to like a ship docking. When cells are damaged, chemicals are released from the basophils and mast cells release their histamine.

For the body to have more histamine, it must increase the number of basophils and mast cells. This can be accomplished by changing the ratio of stem cells that develop into other types of cells.

The core of the histaminic molecule is an ethylamine. Antihistamines are molecules that resemble histamines enough that they can attach themselves to the histamine receptors on regular cells and prevent the histamine molecules from attaching. If the histamine molecules don't attach, the body disposes of them. The point being that histamine remains in the skin only so long before the body disposes of it. Histamine levels in the body can raise IF the cells which carry the histamine are not programmed.

It is believed that breast implants have some kind of effect on raising histamine production levels in the body. Whether these breast implants are identical to what all breast implants are, or whether they have something special to agitate the body into higher immune cells' production of the mast cell and basophilic type is not known. However, there seems to be some relationship between the Network's need to raise histamine levels in their slaves, and the breast implants that they are putting in them. Putting the pieces together leads one to believe that the implants agitate the body's immune system into raising the level of its histamine carrying cells. A number of women who have gotten implants speak about an increase in allergies. The allergic reaction is caused by high levels of histamine. Whether this happens to some or many is not known at the time of this writing.

Medical chemical companies are I.G. Farben, DuPont, and Dow Chemical. Dow Chemical began research with implanting silicon in 1956. After 35 years of studies in which they implanted thousands of various animals with silicon, the company knew exactly what silicon would do in the human body. The FDA had public hearings in 1992 where internal documents of the Dow Chemical Co. were released which showed that the company knew all along that these experiments would be very dangerous, years before they put them on the market.

There is an incredible search going on for an anti-silicon antibody so that they can clean up the mess they have created in millions of people who have silicon implants. The immediate chest wall and area around the breast implant gets highly agitated. The silicon leaks through the membrane, and then causes great difficulties in the body.

Most Monarch slaves have received breast implants. [H: Most will not even realize they have implants. I suggest that every one of you "rescued" sex-slaves—get yourself checked out because this is a planned bomb ready and waiting to "getcha" under certain circumstances. This is one of the reasons for body infliction of cuts and wounds—so that the victim will not know WHY the body may be having scars, etc.]

E: BODY PROGRAMS

Researchers have come a long way toward understanding the mind. They have discovered, for instance, that under stress the brain will convert nerve signals into "messenger molecules" which then in turn direct the endocrine system to produce steroid hormones that can reach the nucleus of various cells and cause them to change how the body's genes are written out. These genes will then direct the cells as to how to make a variety of molecules which are used in growth, metabolism, sexuality, and the immune systems. In other words, the mind can rewrite genetics. This was the secret that helped get the Monarch Program off to its scientific foundation. Now the actual mechanics of this have been observed by researchers.

One of the leaders in understanding the mind-body relationship was Franz Alexander. Black was one of the researchers into how hypnosis can be used to program the mind and the body's functions such as the immune system. Ken Bowers also worked in this area.

Dr. S.M. Lambert of the Rockefeller Foundation studied what all breast implants are, or whether they have something special to agitate the body into higher immune cells' production of the mast cell and basophilic type is not known. However, there seems to be some relationship between the Network's need to raise histamine levels in their slaves, and the breast implants that they are putting in them. Putting the pieces together leads one to believe that the implants agitate the body's immune system into raising the level of its histamine carrying cells. A number of women who have gotten implants speak about an increase in allergies. The allergic reaction is caused by high levels of histamine. Whether this happens to some or many is not known at the time of this writing.

Medical chemical companies are I.G. Farben, DuPont, and Dow Chemical. Dow Chemical began research with implanting silicon in 1956. After 35 years of studies in which they implanted thousands of various animals with silicon, the company knew exactly what silicon would do in the human body. The FDA had public hearings in 1992 where internal documents of the Dow Chemical Co. were released which showed that the company knew all along that these experiments would be very dangerous, years before they put them on the market.

There is an incredible search going on for an anti-silicon antibody so that they can clean up the mess they have created in millions of people who have silicon implants. The immediate chest wall and area around the breast implant gets highly agitated. The silicon leaks through the membrane, and then causes great difficulties in the body.

Most Monarch slaves have received breast implants. [H: Most will not even realize they have implants. I suggest that every one of you "rescued" sex-slaves—get yourself checked out because this is a planned bomb ready and waiting to "getcha" under certain circumstances. This is one of the reasons for body infliction of cuts and wounds—so that the victim will not know WHY the body may be having scars, etc.]

E: BODY PROGRAMS

Researchers have come a long way toward understanding the mind. They have discovered, for instance, that under stress the brain will convert nerve signals into "messenger molecules" which then in turn direct the endocrine system to produce steroid hormones that can reach the nucleus of various cells and cause them to change how the body's genes are written out. These genes will then direct the cells as to how to make a variety of molecules which are used in growth, metabolism, sexuality, and the immune systems. In other words, the mind can rewrite genetics. This was the secret that helped get the Monarch Program off to its scientific foundation. Now the actual mechanics of this have been observed by researchers.

One of the leaders in understanding the mind-body relationship was Franz Alexander. Black was one of the researchers into how hypnosis can be used to program the mind and the body's functions such as the immune system. Ken Bowers also worked in this area.
thoughts in the mind. Most of the research in this area was monitored, if not sponsored by the Intelligence agencies under the auspices of the Illuminati. Many thoughts, body sensations, and drugged states have been seriously underrated by people. Bio-feedback researchers in the 1960s were surprised to find out if a single nerve cell's activity is placed upon a screen so that the subject can see its activity graphed, the subject will be able to mentally identify that cell apart from any other nerve fiber cell, and will be able to have voluntary control over that single cell apart from any other. Just to show how complex the body is, a single nerve fiber cell will have 600 connections. This mental feat is simply mind-boggling for researchers.

Barbara Brown, a physiologist at Veterans Administration Hospital (in Sepulveda, CA) wrote a book New Mind, New Body. Barbara Brown’s research was government funded. Her book got the public interested in biofeedback. Because of repeated success at getting patients to control such things as their heartbeat, Dr. Brown is convinced that a person’s heart rate, breathing, muscle tension, and glandular responses are all subject to a person’s will. Those who have worked with victims of U.S. Government MK-Ultra mind control know that what Dr. Brown writes is correct and was known years before she published her book.

Biofeedback is now required training in some prisons for some inmates. It is clear from the final results that Monarch slaves have programming which can carry out the following functions:

- Control the pulse rate and heart beat.
- Control the body’s temperature.
- Control the temperature of individual body parts or sides of the body—such as the right side of the body might get hot, and the left side of the body get ice cold. Fritz has observed this by touching the left and right sides of a victim who was burning hot on the right side and ice cold on the left.
- The secretions of various enzymes and histamine production has been trained into the victims and attached to various body programs to keep the slave in line. Histamine production appears to be regulated via surgery carried out on women’s breasts. It appears, but hasn’t been confirmed, that the surgery where breast implants are placed into female Monarch slaves plays some role in histamine production and programmed control.
- Allow the body to pretend that it is dead, when actually it is in an altered state similar to being comatose.

The internal defenses consist in part of body programs that are triggered if the mind-controlled slave steps out of line. Here is a good list of some of these body programs:

- Auditory problems, a Bone disorder, Blood flow-circulation, Coma (zombie death sleep which makes victim appear dead), Digestive failure, Headaches-split brain, Heart failure, Histamine production, Optic problems such as blindness, Respiratory failure, Sleep deprivation, Sleping program, and Temperature change.

Body programs will be put in across the board for all alters. The same code will work for all alters when the internal programming alters want to trigger a body program.

If a body program is placed into the slave it may be anchored to something, and that might be something as drastic as the heartbeat. One of the programs causes the victim to hear a heartbeat which is re-framed in their minds as the “heartbeat of Satan”.

Some of the body programs are carried out by creating an alter which has one mental state—such as an alter fragment which is burning or one that was created by ice torture. This alter or this feeling of being hot or cold is then attached to something in the mind. For instance, if the victim moves toward the world, or a cold alter or a cold feeling of a memory is hypnotically programmed to come up behind the alter holding the body. Sometimes the sensation of burning can be eliminated by getting a firechild to back up from the front of the mind where another alter is holding the body.

Many feelings, body sensations, and drugged states are attached to programs. When the alter hits a stringer, he will go through a series of memories, false memories, hypnotic commands, and body sensations that have been attached together in stringers. The stringer type of programming is often put in to set in a front program which is to deceive an alter.

The abilities of the human brain to control the body have been seriously underrated by people. Bio-feedback researchers in the 1960s were surprised to find out that if a single nerve cell’s activity is placed upon a screen so that the subject can see its activity graphed, the subject will be able to mentally identify that cell apart from any other nerve fiber cell, and will be able to have voluntary control over that single cell apart from any other. Just to show how complex the body is, a single nerve fiber cell will have 600 connections. This mental feat is simply mind-boggling for researchers.

The Mar. 5, 1973 Los Angeles Times reported that patients were being taught how to alter their heart rate without drugs. This had already been happening within the Monarch programming. The heart is controlled by the mind and works with the emotions of a person. There have been people who have literally died from a “broken heart”. This is a historical fact. The Monarch programmers have long been taking advantage of the mind’s ability to control the heart’s beating.

A tiny little hit of tissue not really visible to the visible eye, called the sinus node, sends out electrical signals that regulate and initiate heart beats in an unbroken rhythm. The genetic code concerning the body’s metabolism and the genetic code for the sinus node somehow get the entire heart beat generator mechanism started. Two areas of the brain control the changes in heart beats that the sinus node would make. The sinus node sends out the signals but it doesn’t change the rate. A very primitive part of the brain stem is one of the control areas, and the other control area along the spine. Both of these areas connect to the higher thinking areas of the brain. The three most frequent events that change heart beat are emotions, sicknesses, and muscle activity. Since the will influences emotions, the higher brain can control the heart.
beat and its pulse. Alters are programmed so that they will trance out if anyone tries to prove to them that they have a heart— which they have been programmed to believe they have a heart. This is called "death".

The occult world learned this ability from the Indian yogis who have been controlling their hearts for centuries. Some have even shown in the scientific laboratory that they can stop their hearts for up to 30 seconds. (See Green of Menninger Foundation’s work.)

[II: Gunther Russbacher got very good at this trick and loved proving it to such as Dharma when we would have meetings. Moreover, he learned, and Rayelan made sure, that he always had an alter (the syneth of Aton). It is amazing if you don’t know what is taking place and the poor sucker in the trance has not the slightest idea that he is other than supernatural in his own talented way. The controllers can then carve up a body torso and infect a leg artery pathway and the poor soul hasn’t the slightest idea that he didn’t simply have a bypass surgery. This is THE WAY the controllers keep CONTROL over their victims. Gunther, for his way of working, can pull out his mental control without getting all the handlers and controllers AWAY from him long enough to deprogram. Ah, but the powers that he DO NOT WANT him deprogrammed—DO THEY? Therefore, readers, you simply have to LEARN how to protect yourselves from such trained, robotically-controlled persons. And beware of the “handlers” for they go forth in their own blind stuporous way and become “authorities” on how the other people are brainwashed. This is DANGEROUS territory.

And no, you cannot program into Evil the GOD-CONNECTION. Gunther and Rayelan both knew what Gunther was and is—and this is a sad plight for great things could have been accomplished if he had been able to free himself of this nightmare.

He knew truth; he experienced truth, and he tried to tell the truth—but he did not have the strength of God or the strength in his position. He was brainwashed. The yogi’s also developed the skill of changing their body temperatures. For instance, Swami Rama in the lab of Dr. Elmer Green could make one side of his palm hot and the other side of his palm cold simply by mental efforts. This type of body control was learned by the Illuminati years ago, and has been applied to the Monarch programming to make the programming lie seem more real to the victim than is the outside world. A Monarch slave can get cold on the left side and burn on the right side of his body. This technique has been well-documented that the mind can control the blood flow to various tissues and in this way change temperature in various different parts of the body. This was first reported to the public in 1978 (Barabasz & McGeorge).

It appears that a combination of yogi-type biofeedback techniques along with classical behavioral conditioning is able to account for some of the body programs in slaves. Other body programs appear to be the result of conscious control of the body, as if the Programmer wanted the body to burn— he has the System pull up an alter which was tortured with fire who comes up behind the alter holding the body, and the body then abreacts and feels like it is burning. As mentioned, one technique is the split-brain programming where the functioning of the two hemispheres of the brain are separated, which allows the patient to feel the “right hand path” and the “left hand path” separately. This type of programming is very powerful in making the programming script seem more real than outside reality.

High blood pressure or hypertension has been found to be largely a function of the mind. However, conventional medicine has ignored this for years, and has a large volume of confusing and misleading research to the opposite. Rather than to admit the cause, the medical establishment has labeled the largest percentage of hypertension cases as “essential” or “idiopathic” which are labels to cover up that they don’t know (or refuse to recognize) the cause of the high blood pressure. At any rate the cardiovascular system (heart and blood vessels, etc.) is so complex that it has been very difficult for researchers to get a grasp on many issues involved in blood pressure such as the release of hormones and endorphins and their effects on the cardiovascular system. When tests show that the stress of unemployment increases high blood pressure problems among men, it would seem that the medical establishment would begin to see the link that the mind has with controlling blood pressure. Again bio-feedback and classic conditioning have been successfully used to radically change a subject’s blood pressure. Again the question may be, why would they condition blood pressure if they didn’t have a hypnotic trigger to change the slave’s heart beat and blood pressure, does the reader see how “puppet-like” the slave feels? The slave’s mind and body are literally owned by the master. The slave is not even allowed to control his own body. This is what total mind control is all about.

PATHWAYS

The medical profession used the term “pathways” to describe the ways the mind creates biochemical and physiological changes. In other words, how does the mind consciously decide to change its body? When the yogi began to understand how the two hemispheres worked, they began to understand better how to facilitate mind-to-body communication so that they could program the slave’s mind to control its body.

One of the better books on this subject is The Psychobiology of Mind-Body Healing by Ernest Lawrence Rossi. Rossi and Erickson devised a three-stage approach to accessing the person’s inner resources for therapy. This type of hypnotic-induced healing was considered to be the way that unconscious mind-body processes are structured for body control by programming. What some use for good, is used by others for evil. During the hypnotic work, Rossi uses what is called the “inner mind” of the person.

For instance, to get a person to stop bleeding, indirect hypnotic suggestions are made in the following 3 stages: a. A time-binding introduction of “Why don’t you stop bleeding? NOW!”, b. There is an access stage to the unconscious mind processes that control the bleeding; and c. There is a response by the person which ratifies that the inner process of stopping the bleeding has actually happened. [II: “Unconscious” is a bad term, Mr. Author. There is nothing “unconscious” at all about this technique—IT IS SUB-CONSCIOUS!]

The hypothalamus is a very small part of the brain. It is only the size of a pea, but it contains an immense amount of important tissue which control all of the body, including the endocrine, the immune, the neuropeptide and automatic systems. It is this area of the brain which is manipulated by hypnosis. The limbic-hypothalamic system is in a constant process of shifting as to in which state of mind the brain is at. There are numerous unconscious [sub]conscious states to which a mind can be shifted. These are labeled “psycho-neuro-physiological states” because researchers now realize how a state involves the entire person. All learning is associated and depends upon the state in which it was learned.

A new sense organ was discovered, and U.S. News & World Report, July 19, 1993, p. 61 reported on it. We do not know when this tiny sense organ, which is located in the nasal cavity, was discovered by the people doing mind-control, but it is already being exploited. This organ responds to chemicals called pheromones, which play an important role in human emotions, such as fear, hunger and love. Human skin gives off odorless pheromones which other people can detect. Basic human drives are controlled by Pheromones. Endorfin is a peptide, of which at least 50 have been charted. By manipulating these chemicals, people can change the way people act and react, and victims have been manipulated by these chemicals.

These chemicals are being used in conjunction with Virtual Reality to control slaves’ minds. In the March-April ‘94 edition of The Futurist the author Glenn F. Cartwright, of McGill University announces in his article “Virtual or Real? The Mind in Cyberspace”, “Strangely, the developers of virtual reality seem largely unconcerned by the possible dangers inherent in launching into into another reality.” This is because Virtual Reality is being developed as another tool of mind-control.

Computers can dynamically control and synchronize all that needs to be coordinated to give someone a virtual reality experience. The researchers/programmers are trying to immerse as many of the victim’s senses into their virtual reality trip as possible. It becomes almost impossible to distinguish reality from the Киев THOSE PEOPLE on the computer. McGill University (Canada’s old stomping grounds), Dr. White did some virtual reality research. People are now getting involved with what is called MUDs (multi-user dungeons) where a person via virtual reality can create a parallel life. Some people are spending up to 120 hours a week immersed in their virtual reality second life. In 1993, Internet had 207 such games. Now the programmed slave only needs to hook into Internet to be programmed. [II: And hundreds of thousands do so every day, or night, as the case may be.]

Cartwright’s article warns that a person’s ego-center can be projected somewhere else via Virtual Reality, which destabilizes one’s actual understanding of where their own identity is. He also warns that Virtual Reality will create other personalities. He writes on page 24, “Multiple Identities. If it is possible in Virtual Reality or cyberspace to enter an altered state, become disembodied, swap genders, create a virtual ego-center, decenter the self, and assume a different identity, then it may also be possible to assume more than one identity at the same time. In this context, the exponential increase in multiple-personality disorders in recent decades may be of more than just passing interest... having multiple, serial, and simultaneous personas in cyberspace may not only be possible, but may even be encouraged as a part of interacting with others.”

Virtual Reality via the computer Internet has now become another tool of the Programmers.

[END QUOTING OF PART 2]

I want you to stop and think of this for a while before moving on. We can again use a hypothetical example from O.J. Simpson. I did say: HYPOTHETICAL-CAS.

Let us say that you have someone who can afford all sorts of experiences from drugs to hypnosis. Let us further suggest that he might well be all incapacitated by such as “arthritis” which can be easily controlled by simply moving into an altered state of pain resistance, and utilizes the tool for a better quality of life. Now let us move further and watch as he realizes he can’t remember a lot of things which seem to have vanished from his consciousness. How do you think a person who has lost his personal identity, and yet conscious thought process COULD pass a lie-detecter test? O.J. Simpson is one of the most spectacular examples of a programmed victim. DON’T ANY OF YOU REMEMBER THAT HE WAS IN THE CIA RIGHT OUT OF HIGH SCHOOL? You are witnessing the FACTS unfolding in a most bizarre way right in front of your eyes and under your nose! HE PROBABLY DOESN’T KNOW, HIMSELF, WHETHER OR NOT HE KILLED THOSE PEOPLE WHEN IT COMES RIGHT DOWN TO IT. HE CAN ONLY ASSUME IT IS NOT WITHIN POSSIBILITY OF HIS “MAKEUP” TO
DO SO. THIS POOR SOUL WAS GROOMED FOR THIS ROLE, READERS, AND YOU HAD BEST LOOK AND WEEP FOR SELF—FOR THERE BUT FOR THE GRACE OF GOD—GO YE.

Now, taking it to the more extreme point: "If" O.J. actually did the deed and did so in an altered state AS SOMEONE ELSE—DID O.J. DO ANYTHING AT ALL?

People, you are dancing on the edge of the precipitous point of no-return in your society, for when you no longer know what is consciously taking place in your own world—you are lost forever through many generations of reinforcements. This means that you are moving from one illusion into another—and have actually LOST ALL ABILITY TO DISCERN THAT THE WHOLE EXPERIENCE IS ONE OF ILLUSION AND MIND-CONSCIOUSNESS.

This further means, however, that IF YOU TAKE POSSESSION OF YOUR GOD-POWER, YOU MOVE OUT OF THE ILLUSION AND INTO AND WITHIN THE TOTAL LIGHT OF REALITY. There is nothing "virtual" in TRUE REALITY and within that true reality we CREATE our course of travel in the reality of Universal Truth and Law. Therein, no evil programmer can touch you. And, this is quite a comforting fact to our people. Reality simply TAKES CONTROL of the illusion and the evil subsides as soul always DESIRES to move back within Creator. You don’t need to "act out" or "have war" with anyone as you simply CREATE the RIGHT WAY. You will always find the RIGHT PATH if you expect to do so and never bend from that which YOU KNOW TO BE "RIGHT".

Let us end this segment and we will re-look at "music" when we next sit to the keyboard. Good afternoon.

11/10/96 #3 HATONN

[QUOTING (from Chapter 8), PART 3:]

MUSIC

Dissociated tones, beats and music may accompany hypnotic induction drugs. Pulsing beating sounds in the ears can change the brain’s waves. It is no secret that music will put someone into an altered state. Music will change moods, heart rate, and the ears can change the brain’s waves. The repeating sound pattern induces the hypnotic state of mind that is similar to day dreaming, thus clearing the mind of all thought so that the message can be implanted in the unconscious without resistance.

[H: NOW BEWARE: IF YOU EVER HAD AN ALCOHOL ADDICTION OR A DRUG ADDICTION (OR EVEN JUST NOMINAL USE OF SAME)—YOU ARE GOING TO GET INTO SERIOUS TROUBLE WHEN YOU LISTEN TO "TRIGGER" MUSIC. THIS IS WHEN MORE PEOPLE GO "OFF THE WAGON" THAN ANY OTHER TIME BECAUSE OF THE MIND-ASSOCIATIONS. THE MOST IMPORTANT THING TO CHANGE WHEN YOU ARE TRYING TO CHANGE SELF—IS THE MUSIC TO WHICH YOU LISTEN. IF YOU FEEL YOU HAVE TO HAVE NOISE GOING—THEN GET SOME MEDITATION MUSIC WHICH IS TOTAL "NOTHING" TO YOU. I am very serious indeed for music brings more "associations" than almost anything, next to smells and taste.]

It is no secret that music will put someone into an altered state. Music will change moods, heart rate, and the ears can change the brain’s waves. The repeating sound pattern induces the hypnotic state of mind that is similar to day dreaming, thus clearing the mind of all thought so that the message can be implanted in the unconscious without resistance. This spiritual damage done by rock music will be briefly addressed in a later chapter.

[H: This year when the conspiracy got well underway with Steven Horn, Abbott, Fort, Beam, Ence, Green, et al, this garbage started being fed to such as Horn by these misfits of weirdness that Dharma is nothing more than a poor victim of Mind-warp MDP. Well, in almost a decade of exchange with Doris it was apparent that the few times the idiots tried to "test" this theory on her—they lost and she never deviated from one sound, solid and stable personality—even when they had obviously "flipped out".]

Many of the big rock bands consist of Satanists. This statement isn’t made flippantly, but from having learned from many witnesses of the rituals in which these Satanic bands participate. Some of these Satanists, as the reader can already guess, are programmed multiples. For those programmed multiples who participate in heavy rock music, they are simply adding one more type of bondage and mind-control to their already long list.

The spiritual damage done by rock music will be briefly addressed in a later chapter.

[Quoting from Chapter 8, PART 3:]

TO MANY OF THE BODY PROGRAMS THAT ACTIVATE VIA TRIGGER CODES ARE SIMPLY MEMORIES OF SEVERE TERROR. FOR INSTANCE, THE VICTIM MIGHT BE PLACED NAKED ON A BLOCK OF ICE, WHICH CONTAINS THE BODY OF A FROZEN PERSON. (This is a common trauma used in programming.) When this memory is triggered, via an alter or alter fragment, the victim’s body abreacts and gets very cold. Another common torture is to stick a urer catheter up the external urethral orifice of the victim’s throat, which is called urethra. This is painful. Then the urinary bladder is filled so that the victim is in extreme pain, and is made to hold their bladder in silence. This torture to the body is painful. But the long-term effects of this torture, which is done repeatedly to slaves to teach obedience, is to seriously damage their urinary bladders. The abrasion of memories of this helps blackmail alters into obedience.

The bodies of many slaves are only kept functioning, because they are given repeated surgery by doctors working under the auspices of the Illuminati. These doctors can be trusted to keep quiet about the abused bodies they have to keep fixing.

It was mentioned earlier that some people suffering from autism are failures in mind-control programming. We know of one case where a brilliant autistic teenager who didn’t talk during childhood began talking, and shocked his parents because he began talking about his spirit guides. Some people diagnosed as MS are really failures of the mind control’s brain-stem scarring. Many hundreds of women with breast implants are coming down with symptoms that look like MS & lupus. This may be because part of the women with implants are programmed multiples. Another disease that is believed by some to be caused by programming failures is lupus (aka lupus crythromatosus or systemic lupus erythematosus). Establishment medical science claims that the cause of lupus is unknown. Modern Maturity (Apr/May ‘93) and Nations Business (May ‘93) are examples of magazines that have run articles about lupus. Ronald I. Carr and the Lupus Foundation of America put out a handbook on the disease in 1986. The director of the Lupus Foundation has been an Illuminati programmed multiple.
The effects of the programming are not just in the mind. It has been scientifically shown that the torture treatments result in cells called receptors. In fact, the Illuminati intentionally term the body injured by trauma pains and trauma memories, because they want to prevent the possibilities of the sanctification of the body such as written about in 2 Timothy 2:21. Also, the Programmers intentionally and zealously prevent the deeper alters from wanting to love as 1 Corinthians 13 describes.

[H: IF YOU have a “cancer” or other disease in the process of acting up—LOOK CAREFULLY and associate past experiences wherein you may be reexperiencing—OR attend the present circumstances and see WHO you want to pull from their own tasks and pathway to force attention. This is a serious thing, readers, and happens constantly. No, this will not be a “conscious” realization—it will always be a deeply hidden subconscious manifestation. Is the pain and agony to self really worth it— and just who are you allowing to manipulate YOU? These are the most utilized and prevalent ways the Adversary uses to distract our own people from whatever they may be doing. It is difficult to move on past family loved ones when the attempt is on a much higher level of deception.]

PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE HUMAN BRAIN

Neurobiologists and chemists have learned a great deal about the physical aspects of the brain. One has to be careful about simplification. The concept of the split brain has been over simplified, because the best researchers on the two hemispheres know that there is constant interplay between the brain’s two halves— unless the Illuminati have tampered with someone’s brain. The split brain concept has been replaced with the Penta-Brain (something akin to a pentagram). The Penta-Brain takes the true concept of the brain conceived by brain scientist Paul MacClean and adds it to the split brain hemispheres and the duality of the frontal-posterior dimension also. In this process, “mamalian” and “reptilian” brains (those parts of our brains that mammals and reptiles also have) are accessed and worked on in people.

The best description by the co-author Fritz of the intricate chemical changes that happen during Learning and Memory is a Special Report entitled “The Chemistry of Learning and Memory” Chemical & Engineering News, Oct. 7, 1991, pp. 24-41, by Karen J. Skinner, Yale Chemistry Ph.D. in ‘73, Masters from Kennedy School of Govt., Harvard. This is a very technical report. The programmers do not learn this material, but those who want to understand the nitty-gritty molecular-biology of how the complex memory processes work in the mind might want to try to study this report.

In very basic terms, what it is communicating is: Neurons (nerve cells—of which the brain has 10 billion) meet each other at junctions (gaps) called synapses. At the synapses (gaps), neurotransmitters allow perceptions which are not memories are initiated this way. It is these perceptions that exist without memories that are so important to the programmers. Some have called these perceptions “global” unit of the brain. These are in-phase frequencies from 40 to 70 Hz. NMDA receptors can perceive patterned firings from nerve cells that are active at the same time, which allows the brain to strengthen some synapses and let others grow weaker. Synaptic efficacy is called LTP. Interested readers can study LTP’s molecular mechanism, etc., in Karen Skinner’s Report.

Changing subjects slightly, let’s discuss how Moriah fertilizes two zygotes and intentionally kills one of the twins in the womb. Studies have shown that in cases where one twin dies in the womb, the other twin usually tries to lead two lives. This has nothing to do with DID (MPD), except that the surviving twin will later be made into a programmed multiple. The Illuminati doctors have perfected a method to kill a developing twin so that the other engulfs it in the womb. This is skillfully done, and creates some interesting mental changes in the survivor. Moriah also believes that it endows the survivor with twice the spiritual power.

GENETIC ENGINEERING TO CREATE PROGRAMMED ASSASSINS

This next section is somewhat of an appendix to this chapter. Readers may want to skip it if readers are only wanting to just learn HOW the mind-control is done. However, we felt that since genetic engineering was hand-in-hand with Moriah’s mind-control that a look at one specific type of military mind-control model would be worthwhile for some readers.

An example of how genetic engineering is coupled with the trauma-based mind-control is Amphibious Man, a particular top secret model of Monarch slave. The following section is taken from an earlier article by Fritz on this. As far as we know, this was the first and only article ever written on the subject (not counting classified secret documents).

When the public saw the British Royal Navy locate the sunken Lusitania in 1935 using the Iron Man Diving Suit, the British Royal Navy told the public that they only had the ability to get a whale and breathe like a fish: Scientists search for ways to increase man’s freedom and range in the sea. In very basic terms, what it is communicating is: Neurons (nerve cells—of which the brain has 10 billion) meet each other at junctions (gaps) called synapses. At the synapses (gaps), neurotransmitters allow perceptions which are not memories are initiated this way. It is these perceptions that exist without memories that are so important to the programmers. Some have called these perceptions “global” unit of the brain. These are in-phase frequencies from 40 to 70 Hz. NMDA receptors can perceive patterned firings from nerve cells that are active at the same time, which allows the brain to strengthen some synapses and let others grow weaker. Synaptic efficacy is called LTP. Interested readers can study LTP’s molecular mechanism, etc., in Karen Skinner’s Report.

Changing subjects slightly, let’s discuss how Moriah fertilizes two zygotes and intentionally kills one of the twins in the womb. Studies have shown that in cases where one twin dies in the womb, the other twin usually tries to lead two lives. This has nothing to do with DID (MPD), except that the surviving twin will later be made into a programmed multiple. The Illuminati doctors have perfected a method to kill a developing twin so that the other engulfs it in the womb. This is skillfully done, and creates some interesting mental changes in the survivor. Moriah also believes that it endows the survivor with twice the spiritual power.

Lusitania! The lesson here is that when the World Order is using a particular advanced technology, they will tell the public that they have no interest in it. [H: You can check this out by the new revelations that there is really no use for the HAARP and it will be phased out.]

The British, American and German navies continued after WW-I to do research beyond what the public knew of as interest. While the public thought that Captain Nemo was simply a crypto idea, the research went on to develop humans to swim like fish. When the World Order has discovered a technological breakthrough they pretend that they are still researching the basic concept. Often they prepare the people for their inventions via science fiction novels and movies. The reasons include their need to avoid the future shock that can incapacitate a people.

If the reader has gone fishing, she or he may be familiar with how fish can breathe in the air, they don’t die automatically. They have gills which are designed to take oxygen from water, but their gills absorb some oxygen from the air, enough to keep them alive on land for a while, so that if they are left on the bank after being caught they may jump back into the water and escape. Likewise, people don’t automatically die from drowning. Near-drowned victims have been recovered after 40 minutes of being immersed in cold water. However, normal humans do not survive breathing water and can’t breath the air. There are some animals, though, which can breathe both air and water, amphibians.

Over the years, the New World Order has secretly developed the ability to create a subspecies of people who can swim and breathe water.

Recently, the Oregonian newspaper (July 28, 1995) Arts and Entertainment Guide, p. 22, ran an article, “To breathe underwater.” This is an example of a fictitious story making fun of the public about a technology they already possess. The movie Waterworld is the most expensive film made recently. It is estimated that it cost between $140 million to $700 million to make it. One of the main characters in the movie is Mariner, who is a human who has been genetically changed to have gills behind his ears. As mentioned already, they use movies like this to convince people that the future is here and they are preparing the public for the future shock of the future, while still preparing people mentally to accept it. That way the culture is not overwhelmed if they encounter the technology in the near future.

When secret researchers discovered that a particular chemical(s) added to the bloodstream would enable the human lungs to take oxygen and remove carbon dioxide from water, they had the ability to have men swim in water like fish, without scuba gear. Now they needed to cover their tracks, so National Geographic Society (which has great respectability in the public’s eye) has written about experiments to find a way for men to breathe water. In the National Geographic book Exploring the Deep Frontier, the Adventure of Man in the Sea, published in 1980, they show a GE experiment on pg. 248. The picture’s caption reads, “To dive like a whale and breathe like a fish: Scientists search for ways to increase man’s freedom and range in the sea. In very basic terms, what it is communicating is: Neurons (nerve cells—of which the brain has 10 billion) meet each other at junctions (gaps) called synapses. At the synapses (gaps), neurotransmitters allow perceptions which are not memories are initiated this way. It is these perceptions that exist without memories that are so important to the programmers. Some have called these perceptions “global” unit of the brain. These are in-phase frequencies from 40 to 70 Hz. NMDA receptors can perceive patterned firings from nerve cells that are active at the same time, which allows the brain to strengthen some synapses and let others grow weaker. Synaptic efficacy is called LTP. Interested readers can study LTP’s molecular mechanism, etc., in Karen Skinner’s Report.

In very basic terms, what it is communicating is: Neurons (nerve cells—of which the brain has 10 billion) meet each other at junctions (gaps) called synapses. At the synapses (gaps), neurotransmitters allow perceptions which are not memories are initiated this way. It is these perceptions that exist without memories that are so important to the programmers. Some have called these perceptions “global” unit of the brain. These are in-phase frequencies from 40 to 70 Hz. NMDA receptors can perceive patterned firings from nerve cells that are active at the same time, which allows the brain to strengthen some synapses and let others grow weaker. Synaptic efficacy is called LTP. Interested readers can study LTP’s molecular mechanism, etc., in Karen Skinner’s Report.
There are many other comparisons that have been used in underwater research. In almost every physical aspect related to animals living underwater there are differences between various animals which can be identified. Once the feature is identified, then research can begin on how to obtain this feature for human swimmers. For instance, one type of snake (the pelagic yellow-bellied sea snake) which breathes air, can under optimum conditions stay underwater indefinitely. Turtles have an incredible tolerance for anoxia, in comparison to other reptiles, which go underwater. And sea turtles have the best tolerance of all the various species. This is the type of difference that lends itself to comparison research.

Underwater research had already begun clear back in 1869, when Paul Bert examined the differences between domestic chickens and Mallard ducks. Doing comparisons is easy to find out that birds and mammals which dive have greater storage in their bodies for O₂, than humans. The Japanese Ama divers were studied in the early 1930s by German and German underwater researchers. However, the public has told that very little research in this area occurred until the 1960s. Kooyman, Gerald L., Diverse Divers Physiology and Behavior, Berlin, Ger.: Springer-Verlag, 1989, p. 33 states, "Little further experimental work was done on the subject of gas exchange in human breath-hold divers until the early 1960s." Can you believe that the British, Germans and Americans didn't do anything like this in these 30 years? Yes, they did continue frantic secret research, and they eventually learned how to solve a number of underwater problems facing humans.

First, the regulation of respiration is carried out by what is called the Chemoreceptors which are carotid and aortic bodies which detect the changes in the partial pressure of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the blood. The CO₂, break-point mechanism is sensitive to much lower CO₂, levels which can prevent it from protecting a person. When a person breathes, he has an ingassing and an outgassing of oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and other gases. The levels of each of these gases and their nature are important factors in how a person's body underwater either functions or dies. If the level of CO₂, gets too high, the person can become unconscious [H: This is the proper and "good" example used for the word "unconscious". This does not mean that the "mind" is working at the same time the person is "without consciousness"]. The human circulatory system has to be changed to be able to adapt to the ocean environment.

In dealing with men swimming underwater, all the laws of gases that regular divers have to deal with still apply to Amphibious Man—such as Amonatow's law, Boyle's Law, Charles' Law, Henry's Law, and Hamilton's theory on gas absorption and elimination of body tissues.

Blood glucose is the only source for carbon when humans dive, which forces muscles to rely primarily on anaerobic glycolysis. This means that oxygen depletion is not the only major problem for those who hold their breath and swim. Blood glucose levels must be attained for underwater swimmers that will sustain activity. Breathing water must assure the proper functioning of the circulatory system.

The high salinity of sea water causes hypotonic reactions in the lungs. Fresh water has too little salt in relation to the human blood and it causes hypotonic reactions. Either way, the water (either fresh or salt) causes the avelocal tissue to damage and the body begins leaking proteins out of the mouth.

Secret Naval Intelligence researchers tied to the Illuminati studied what happened to the heart rate, cardiac output and stroke volume, blood pressure and flow, various important organs and the human brain, the muscles and bones and venous circulation, the hemoglobin affinity for O₂, the effect of being submersed in blood gases, how oxygen is stored, and how hemoglobin concentrates in the body.

Another advancement was to discover how to manipulate the genetic codes for the growth of skin, so that very dense skin could be created. The genetics for all types of animals have been spliced and diced and all of the weird humans and creatures have been created. Many are freaks and serve the NWO no benefit. One of the big underground facilities for genetic research is AREA 51, which is also close to San Diego, where the Seal Teams are HQ. AREA 51 is also an IMPORTANT MIND-CONTROL PROGRAMMING CENTER. [H: These particular areas are ALL fully connected via underwater tunnel systems.]

Fritz's June-July-August Newsletter '95 further discussed the underwater bases, underwater supply depots, underwater mining research, underwater warfare systems, Tektille II, the mind-control research during the Conshelf underwater living experiment, the U.S. Navy underwater research ship Eagle, Scripps Institution of Oceanography and the Physiological Research Laboratory for Naval Intelligence use, underwater research by Rothschild and Bowers, Remote Controlled Vehicles (RCVs), and CURV (cable-controlled Underwater Recovery Vehicle), and special underwater tools such as the hydraulic underwater saw.

[END QUOTING OF PART 3 AND CHAPTER 8 OF THE MATERIAL]

We have hardly scratched the surface of these topics but Dharma is exhausted from today's load of typing.

These ends chapter 8 of this particular book I am quoting. I particularly did NOT offer names or titles for these incredible books because the authors fully expect, at any time, to be TAKEN OUT. However that might be, I feel that only the way to gain the truth about them is to share the information so that it becomes very difficult to simply remove them. At least one of the authors is now being heard on talk shows and interview programs.

We have selected "at random" from the middle of the book and honored the authors by FULLY presenting what they have offered. We respect the fact that rights are reserved and therefore only wrote that which we have offered prior to now so that we would not overlap topical material.

I can only ask that you-the-reading public SUPPORT these authors in any way possible and we shall do the same.

The volumes offered to me as well as excerpts sent by the deluge, are from these two volumes which I will herein name. I ask that Mr. Martin contact these people ASAP and let us make some connections.

I have no impact as to their slowness or inability but I do have the address for your own research information: 9205 S.E. Clackamas Rd., Clackamas, OR 97015. The names for which reference is given is Fritz Springer and Cisco Wheeler.

Volume I: THE TOP 13 ILLUMINATI BLOOD-LINES and only Fritz Springer is listed on the cover as author.

Volume II: THE ILLUMINATI FORMULA USED TO CREATE AND INDETECTABLE TOTAL MIND-CONTROLLED SLAVE. I am told that there are also some audio tapes available of prior interviews. Perhaps Rick Martin would like to offer an interview for these gentlemen.

Until you writers of such research information get together in serious intent to get truth to the public—you haven't a prayer in reclaiming that which is GOOD in this old world. We can HELP but you must accomplish the enlightenment. All we can actually do is point the way.

I has been a long day, Dharma, but critical that we do this work. Thank you, dear, and may you have respite now.

Good evening.
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GAIAGOLD Colloidal Gold 2 oz.
GAIADHEA Dehydroepiandrosterone 2 oz.
GAIA CU-29 Colloidal Copper 2 oz.
GAIA TI-22 Colloidal titanium 2 oz.

**Price Per Unit**

$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$3.50
$4.00
$16.95
$24.95
$22.00
$22.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00

**Amount**

Qt.
32 oz.
32 oz.
1 liter
2 liters
1 liter
2 liters
60 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg EA.
90 CAPSLES
1 liter
1 quart
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.

**Please make all checks and money orders payable to:**
New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

**Sales Tax:** Nevada Residents only: add 7.25%
California Phone Orders only: add 7.25%

**Total Enclosed**

**Total**

Shipping & Handling
Sub Total
Sales Tax
**TOTAL**